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Bottom topography effect on ice flow, barotropic flow and
Crustosc lichens of BouvetOya. Ovstedal. D.O., (1986.
Formation processes of brine drainage channels in sea ice.
p.35-56, eng,
41-919
baroclinic flow. Häkkinen, S, [1987, p.3807-3820,
Wakatsuchi,
M.,
et
al,
[1987,
p.7195-7197,
eng,
eng,
41-3062
Lichenicolous ascomycetes from BouvetOya. Ovstedal.
41-4272
Ice scour and seabed engineering. [1986, 322p., eng,
D.O.. et al. (1986, p.57-60, eng,
41-920
Britttauai
41-3086
Lamprospora miniatopsis Spooner, a bryophilous
Avoiding low temperature brittle failures of oil storage
discomycete from BouvetOya. Schumacher, T. . [1986,
Relict ice scours on King William Island, N.W.T.
tanks. Fraylick, JR., (1986, p.125-130, eng,
41-78
p.61-64, eng.
41-921
Woodworth-Lynas, C.M.T., el al, [1986, p.64-72, eng,
Brittleness of reinforced concrete structures under arctic
41-3093
Algal vegetation of Bouvet Island. Klaveness, D et al,
conditions. Kivekäs, L., et al, [1986, 20p., eng,
[1986, p.65-69, eng,
41-922
Grand Bank pits: description and postulated origin.
41-213
Barrie, J.V., et al, [1986, p.73-77, eng,
41-3094
Phytogeographical relations of the cryptogamic flora of
Elastoplastic deformation of steel at low temperatures.
BouvetOya. Engelskjan, T. et al, [1986, p.71-79,."81
eng;
Iceberg scouring and its effect on seabed, Norwegian shelf.
Zhigalkin, V.M., el al, [1986, p.129-141, rus,
41-1017
41-923
Lien, R . [1986, p.87-96, eng,
41-3096
Scale effect in ice. Oerehunov, EM., [1986, p.277-284,
Use of AWS on Bouvet Island Vinje, T, [1986, p.21Review of deterministic ice-scour models. Comfort, G., et
eng,
41-1294
41-1076
22, eng]
al, (1986, p.97-108, eng,
41-3097
Modelling the mechanical properties of ice. Szyszkowski,
Brakes (motion arresters)
Iceberg crater chains and scour up- and downslope. Bass,
W., et al, [1987, p.159-165, eng,
41-2417
D,, et al, [1986, p.122-128, eng,
41-3100
Antilock brake systems in winter driving, Sweden and
Compressive strength of ice with bimodal distribution of
Norway. Nordström, O., [1986, 46p. + appends.,
Beaufort Sea ice scour extreme depth and age. Shearer,
grain sizes. Uughlin, J.L., et al, [1987, p.167-172,
swe]
41-572
J, et al, [1986, p. 167-169. eng,
41-3107
eng,
41-2418
Passenger car tests of antilock systems under winter
Iceberg scour distribution, Baffin Island, Canada. King,
Construction of steel reservoirs under northern conditions.
conditions. Nordström, O., [1986, 37p. + appends.,
EL., et al, (1986, p.172-181, eng,
41-3108
Popovskil, B.V., (1985, p.28-34. rus,
41-2848
swe,
41-221«
Populations of iceberg scour depths. Gaskill, H., [1986,
Conditions of cold resistance and durability of structural
p249-258, eng,
41-3117 Breakup
elements
in
the
North.
Lyglaev.
A.V.,
(1985,
p.83-90,
See: Ice breakup
Towards repetitive mapping of ice scours in the Beaufort
rus,
41-2851
Sea. Shearer, J., et al, [19S6. p.284-286, eng,
Bricks
Electric-arc welding under northern conditions. Larionov,
41-3120
Estimating the deformation of low-loaded structures in the
V.P.,
[1986,
256p.,
rus]
41-3511
BAM zone. Sobin, G.P., [1985, p.28-30, rus,
41-2««
Beaufort Sea coastal currents: a divergence near Barter
Babbles
Island, Alaska?. Barnes, P.W., et al, (1987. p. 139-142,
Construction of low-rise buildings on seasonally freezing
Effective age of bubblea in polar ice. Enting, I.G., et al,
eng,
41-346«
gravelly grounds. Polishchuk, A.I.. et al, [1983. p.30[1985, p.777-790, eng]
41-2111
32. ms,
41-289
Ice scour mosaic comparison study, 1980. Shearer, J.,
Age
distribution of air bubbles trapped in polar ice.
[1980, 17p. + figs., eng,
41-3474
Winter weather records relating to potential frost failure of
Enting, I.O., [1986, p.2841-2854, eng]
41-2S7«
brickwork. Beardmore, C, et al. [1987, p.7-8, eng,
Shelf: the relief, sediments and their formation, lonin,
41-3801
On the application of lattice statistics to bubble trapping in
A.S.. et al. (1987. 205p. (Pertinent p.53-80), ma,
ice. Enting, I.G., (1987, p.100-113, eng]
41-319!
41-3688 Bridges
Microstructural characteristics of hailstone embryos.
Iceberg scouring rate studies. Grand Banks of
Ice forces on bridge piers. Haynes, F.D.. [1986. p.83Tlisov. M.I.. et al. [1986. p.229-237. rus,
41-3672
Newfoundland. Lewis, C.F.M., et al, [1987, p.825-833,
101, eng]
4I-64S
eng,
41-4013
Grain
growth in polar ice: Pts. I and 2. Alley, R.B., et al,
Canvon Creek bridge. Carlson, L, et al, [1986, p.43-47,
[1986, p.415-433, eng]
41-4297
Iceberg scoring off SE Baffin Island. Praeg, D., et al,
eng]
41-827
[1987, p.847-8S7, eng]
41-4014
Sec also: Gas inclusions
State of corrugated metal culverts during operation.
Roiak, G.S., et al, (1986. p.12-13, rus,
41-1531 Babbling
Flow and thickness of Riiser-Larsenisen, Antarctica.
Orheim, O., et al, [1986, p.5-22. eng]
41-4093
Bridge construction under severe climatic conditions.
Winter navigation—a Finnish specialty. Varsta, P..
Velnblat, B.M., et al, [1986, p.9-11, rus,
41-1887
Newly formed ice gouges in Harrison Bay. Alaska.
[1985, p.10-13, ma]
41-3084
Rearic, D.M.. [1986, 52p., eng]
41-4107
Increasing frost resistance of steel bridges. Bol'shakov,
Breaking the ice problem. (1986, p.48-51, 55, eng,
K.P., [1986, p.12-14, rus,
41-1888
JARE reports bottom topography and ice cores, Queen
41-4131
Maud Land. Yoshida. M.. et a). [1987. p.221-224,
Asphalt overlay on the Granville bridge. Koubsky, P.,
Building
eng]
41-4463
[1986, p. 132-139, eng,
41-2203
See; Construction
See also: Ocean bottom
Temperature distribution in composite bridges. Kennedy,
Building codes
JB.. et al, (1987, p.475-482, eng,
41-2485
Bonlden
Designing low-load foundations of rural buildings in
Bridge piers without grillage under complicated natural
See: Rocks
Transbaikal. Makarov, A.P., el al, (1985. p.59-61,
conditions. Kudriashov, V.l.. et al. [1987. p.16-17,
Bound water
rus,
41-305
rus,
41-2793
See: Hygroscopic water
Proposed standard specification for cold weather
Construction of deep foundations. Glotov, N.M., et al,
concreting (ACI 306.1). Carino. N.J., et al, [1986,
Boundary layer
[1985. 248p.. rus,
41-312!
p. 1043-1047, eng,
41-2473
Reports of US/USSR Weddell Polynya Expedition. Vol.8.
Ice detection systems—experimental feature. Final report.
Improving thermotechnical properties of lightweight
Ackley. S.F.. ed. [1986. lS8p., eng,
41-460
Petrak, A., et al, [1986, lip. + append., eng]
concretes for external wall panels. Fedorov, V.A., et al,
Heat conduction phase change problems. Albert. M.R.. et
41-3510
[1987, p.36-37, rus,
41-2794
al. [1986, p.591-607. eng,
41-607
Concrete durability in bridges. Hawkins, M., [1987,
Guide
to the construction of bases and foundations
Turbulence effect on heat and mass transfer in boundary
p.397-421, eng,
41-3698
(supplement to construction norms and regulations SNIP
layers. ZaIIsev, S.A., et al, [1985, p.1-8, eng,
Durability of concrete bridges in Belgium—balance of the
3.02.01-83). [1986, 567p., rus,
41-2968
41-1005
systematic inspection. Van Begin, C, [1987, p.541Revision
of building codes for foundation construction on
Atmospheric boundary layer modification in the marginal
554, eng]
41-3700
permafrost. Fedorovich, D.I., et al, [1987, p.144-146.
ice zone. Bennett, T.J., Jr., ct al, [1986, p.13,033Durability of high-strength concrete containing a high
eng]
41-3214
13.044, eng,
41-1861
range water reducer. Robson, G., [1987, p.765-780,
Guide to soil stabilization by injection. [1986, 129p., rus,
Modeling high-velocity winds and low air temperature over
eng,
41-3705
41-3608
seas. Koshinskil. S.D.. et al, [1986, p.90-107. rus,
Deterioration of concrete used in road bridges due to
Computation of maximum permafrost temperatures in beds
41-1972
freezing and thawing. Fujiwara, T., [1987, p.805-818,
beneath buildings. Konovalov, A.A.. [1986, p.192-197,
Observations of grain boundary sliding in ice bicrystals.
eng,
41-3707
eng,
41-4366
Graves, J.H., [1986, cl2p., eng,
41-2133
Corrosion protection of the concrete components of
Developing
and standardizing methods of determining the
lee-seawater turbulent boundary layer interaction with
bridges. Manning. D., (1987, p.1527-1547, eng,
structural properties of frozen grounds. Sadovskil, A.V.,
melting or freezing. Mellor. G.L., et al, [1986, p. 182941-3732
et al, [1983, p.19-21, rus,
41-4482
1846, eng,
41-2219
Studying the effect of ground conditions on strength and
See
also: Design criteria
On the width and motion of a rain/snow boundary.
stability of no-pilework bridge supports exposed to
Building materials
Stewart, RE., et al, [1987, p 343-350, eng,
41-2651
moving ice. Zhordochko, I.O., et al, [1987, p.101-104,
See. Construction materials
rus,
41-3792
45 m mast for boundary layer meteorological research,
EkstrOm Ice Shelf. Belitz, H.-J., el al, [1987, p.5-10,
Heat pipes to avoid freezing of highway bridge decks.
Balldings
eng,
41-2844
Ferrara, A.A., et al, [1977. Sp., eng,
41-4604
Shallow building foundations on discontinuous permafrost.
Atmospheric boundary layer. McBean, G.. [1986, p.283See also: Ice crossings; Pontoon bridges; River crossings
Fedorov, V.l., et al, [1985. p.15-16, rua,
41-280
337, eng,
41-2989 Brightness
Foundationless low-rise buildings for structurally unstable
Planetary boundary layer in the marginal ice zone.
ground.
Abramov,
V.E.,
[1985,
p.18-19,
rua,
41-282
Classifying sea ice with microwave imagery. Eppler, D.T.,
Brown, R.A.. [1986, p.65-78, eng,
41-3060
et al, [1986. p.10,661-10,695, eng,
41-1008
Estimating the deformation of low-loaded structures in the
Air-ice-ocean coupled model for the formation of leads or
BAM zone. Sobin, G.P., [1985, p.28-30, rus,
41-288
Snow melt and surface albedo in the Arctic Basin.
polynyas. Chu. P.C.. (1986. p.79-88, eng,
41-3061
Robinson. DA., ct al. (1986. p945-948. eng,
41-1215
Construction of low-rise buildings on seasonally freezing
Boundary layer measurements and sand transport
gravelly grounds. Polishchuk, A.I.. et al, [1985, p.30Nimbus 7 SMMR investigation of snowpack properties in
prediction. Scotian shelf. Hodgins, DO. et al. [1986.
32, rus,
41-289
the northern Great Plains for the winter of 1978-79.
114p. + appends, eng,
41-3189
McFarland. M.J., el al, (1987, p.35-46, eng,
41-3314
Protection of shallow foundations from flooding. Kozlova,
Turbulent transfer in a stratified oceanic boundary layer.
M.P.. [1985. p.43-45. rus,
41-296
Brines
McPhee. M.G.. [1987, p.6977-6986, eng,
41-4254
Effect of brine on sea ice heat conductivity. Nazintsev,
Foundations for low-rise buildings on frost-heaving ground.
Sec slso. Interfaces; Turbulent boundary layer
IU.L., [1986, p.107-115, rus,
41-1266
Zhelezniak. I.I.. [1985. p 47. rus,
41-298
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Cables (ropes)
Excess loss of single-mode jacketed optical fiber at low
temperature. Yabuta, T., et al. (1983. p.2356-2362.
eng,
41-486
Fiber optics In adverse environments. Lyons, P.B., ed.
(1981, 276p., eng,
41-579
X ray attenuation at low temperatures in polymer silica
fibers. Barnes, C.E.. et al, [1981, p.25-34, eng,
41-580
Response of irradiated optical waveguides at low
temperatures. Taylor, E.W.. et al. (1981, p.40-50,
eng,
41-581
Cold-induced losses in loose-sheath fiber-optic cables.
Holliday, V.M., et al, [1981, p.77-79, eng,
41-582
Survivability of Army fiber optics systems. Wichansky,
H. et al. [1981. p 110-117, eng,
41-583
Caissons
Caisson drilling and completion system. Hewlett. C.
[1986. p.459-468, eng,
41-361
Ice stress measurements in a rubble field surrounding a
caisson-retained island. Sayed, M., et al, [1986, p.255262, eng,
41-1597
Caisson retained island drilling platform, Beaufort Sea.
De Jong. J.J.A., et al, [1978. p.2111-2120, eng,
41-2126
Caisson wellheads allow for future use of offshore
exploration wells. Mclntosh, I., et ai. [1987, p.81-85.
eng,
41-2571
Guide to the construction of bases and foundations
(supplement to construction norms and regulations SNIP
3.02.01-83). [1986, 567p.. rus,
41-2968
Construction of deep foundations. Glotov. N.M.. et al,
[1985, 248p.. rus,
41-3125
Daring to challenge deep water, thick ice. Kelly. D.F.,
(1985. p.6-14, eng,
41-3411
Calorimeters
Automatic low-tcmpcrature calorimeter. Malyshcv. V.M.,
ct al, [1986, p. 1456-1459, eng,
41-995
Calrlag
Quantitative estimates of the mass flux and ice movement
along the ice edges in the eastern and southern Weddclt
Sea. Lange, M.A., [1987, p.57-74, eng,
41-3274
Recent changes in a calving glacier, Austerdalsisen.
Svartisen. Norway. Theakstone. WH., et al. [1986,
p. 303-316, eng,
41-3562
Coastline changes revealed by satellite imagery. Ferrigno,
JG.. et al, (1987, p.577-583. eng,
41-385«
Recent advance of the Ross Ice Shelf. Antarctica. Jacobs.
S.S.. el al. [1986. p.464-474, eng,
41-4302
Canada
Iceberg information service of environment Canada.
Falkingham. J.C.. [1986. p.557-560. eng,
41-16«
Icebergs: a bibliography relevant to eastern Canadian
waters. Howard, L.M.. ed. (1986, 277p., eng,
41-271
Air chemistry observations in the Canadian Arctic. Hoff,
R.M., el al, [1986, p 97-107. eng,
41-348
Age of the Arctic. Young, OR., (1985. p.160-179. eng)
41-526
Guide to marine transportation information sources in
Canada. Joba. J.C., (I98S. 308p.. eng,
41-562
Northern Oil and Gas Action Program (NOGAP)
bibliography. Volume 1. [1986, 5lp„ eng,
41-696
Mapping Canada's glaciers. Ommanney, C.S.L., [1986,
p 132-134, eng,
41-755
Offshore development in northern Canada and Alaska.
Minion, R., comp, [1985, 83p., eng,
41-823
Canadian sea ice information system CSIIS: an online
computer database for sea ice and iceberg data.
Whittick, J.A., el al, (1986, p.119-124. eng)
41-969
Controlling factors of ice-created sea floor features.
Clark, J.I., et al, [1986. p.56S-582. eng,
41-1118
Pingo ice of the western Arctic coast. Canada. Mackay,
JR., [1985, p.1452-1464, eng,
41-1238
Summer 1979; ice climatology of the Canadian Arctic.
Dey. B.. (1985, p25-33. eng,
41-1481
Snow and ice in Inuit place names in the eastern Canadian
Arctic. MUller-Wille, L., [1985, p.55-57. eng,
41-1484
Canada's Arctic marine transportation research programs.
Brenckmann. M . [1986. p 1-18, eng,
41-2021
Safe shipping routes in Canadian Arctic waters
MacPhee. S-, ct al. [1986. p.820-838. eng,
41-2060
Merchant ship ice navigation studies in the Canadian
Arctic. Perchanok. M.S.. ct al. [1986, p.859-877, eng,
41-2062
Karst ground water activity in permafrost of Canada.
Ford. D.C.. (1984. p.340-350, eng,
41-2118
Development of Canadian frontier regions. Pallister,
A.E., et al, [1986, p.36-63, eng,
41-2265
Future of sub-arctic and arctic offshore development in
Canada. Matheson, JR., [1986. p.149-159. eng,
41-2270
Ice data management for support of offshore operations.
Terry. B.F., et al, [1986, p.195-222, eng,
41-2275
Research and development in the Division of Mechanical
Engineering. 1985. [1986. 89p., eng,
41-2575
Canadian inland seas. Martini, I.P., ed, [1986, 494p.,
eng,
41-2591
Climate overview of the Canadian inland sea. Maxwell,
J.B, [1986, p.79-100, eng,
41-2592
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Designing low-load foundations or rural buildings in
Transbaikal. Makaruv. AP., et al, (198S, p.59-61.
nil]
41-303
Development of cryogenic processes in the central
Transbaikal. Shestemev, D.M.. et al. (1985. p.74-76,
rus]
41-311
Formulas for calculating settlement of seasonally freezing
ground. Pyshchev, N.F.. (1985. p.91-93. niS]
41-320
Computerized forecasting of cryogenic processes.
Sozoniuk, V.V., [1985. p,ll2. rus]
41-332
Mcgastructures for mobilization. Flanders. S.N.. [1986.
p 10-11. eng]
41-410
Building construction in cold climates. Minion. R., comp.
[1983. 79p , eng,
41-824
Mathematical modeling of thermal regime of a building in
annual cycle, for fuel economy in heating-cooling of
premises. Mskhalaia. Zh.l.. [1986. p.86-89, rusj
41-905
Theoretical basis for planning northern cities. Panov,
L.K.. [1986. p.146-154. rus,
41-1206
All-Union Conference on ground water flooding of built-up
areas (forecasting and countermeasures), 3rd,
Novosibirsk. 1984. Proceedings. [1985, I26p., rus,
41-1362
Thermal performance of the exterior envelopes of
buildings; Proceedings. [1986. 1422p.. eng,
41-1376
Energy measurements and building parameters. Lyberg.
MD., et al. (1986. p.4S-52. eng,
41-1378
Study of heat loss through basement floors. Richmond.
W.R., et al. [1986. p.336-350. eng,
41-1381
Snow control for sloped glazing—an energy penalty.
Schuyler. OD., et al, [1986, p.443-448, eng,
41-1382
Heat loss factors for insulated building foundations.
Zarling, J.P.. et al. [1986. p.465-483. eng,
41-1383
Thermal performance of rigid cellular foam insulation at
subfreezlng temperatures. Aldrich. D.F., et al, [1986,
p.500-509. eng,
41-1384
Overall building enclosure evaluation in cold climates.
MiU. PAD., et al. [1986, p.SIO-524, eng,
41-I38S
Instrument for measuring building-envelope thermal
resistance. Janssen. J.E.. et al. [1986, p.723-738. eng,
41-1386
Reduced energy losses through structural thermal bridges.
Tye, R.P., et al, [1986. p.739-750. eng,
41-1387
Convective loop heat losses in buildings. Hartit. D.T.. ct
al. [1986. p.7SI-760, eng,
41-1388
Op'imal building shape: a general design tool. Turner.
R.H.. (1986. p. 1366-1378. eng,
41-1392
Decision model for the design of building envelopes.
Murlhy. N.S.. (1986. p.1379-1392, eng,
41-1393
Frost crack of buildings and its treatment methods in cold
regions. Tang, S. [1986. p.275-280. chi,
41-1430
Building mobile structures on northern BAM sites.
Makecv, A.M., et al. [1986. p.21-23, rus,
41-1533
Serviceability limit states: deflection. Galambos, T.V., et
al. (1986. p.67-84. eng,
41-2532
Design and construction of foundations in northwestern
USSR. Sotnikov, S.N., et al. [1986. 95p.. rus,
41-2911
Fundamentals of the evaluation of environmental and
climatic conditions for planning construction workers'
settlements at new railroad construction sites of northern
West Siberia. Sobchenko, M.S.. et al, [1986. p.36-41.
rus,
41-2918
Improving thermal insulation of building walls.
Mordukhovich. IM. et al. (1986, p.53-60. rus,
41-2920
Main pipelines in areas of complicated engineering and
geological conditions. Morozov. V.N.. [1987, I23p.,
rus,
41-2962
Canadian Building Congress, 4th, 198;. [1985, 38lp..
eng,
41-3190
Unforgiving North. Chill, R.W.C., et al, [1985, p.157164. eng,
41-3191
Parking garage problem. Litvan. O.G.. [1985. p.214-218,
eng,
41-3192
Urban planning and construction problems in Siberia.
Krushlinskfl, V.l., [1986, p.40-45, rus,
41-3259
Reference guide for building diagnostics equipment and
techniques. McKenna. C, et al. [1986. 148p., eng,
41-3359
Measuring building R-values with thermography and heat
flu* sensors. Flanders, S.N., [1987. 29p., eng,
41-4083
Computation of maximum permafrost temperatures in beds
beneath buildings. Konovalov, A.A., [1986, p.192-197,
eng,
41-4366
Experience and prospects of using self-contained steamliquid cooling devices in construction on permafrost.
Khrustalev. L.N.. et al. [1983, p.3-13, rus,
41-4471
Service life of concrete enclosures in cold climates.
Aleksandrovskfl. S.V.. [1986. p.122-167, msj
41-4502
See also specific types of buildings
Bnoyancy
Buoyancy induced flows in cold pure and saline water.
Qureshi, Z.H.. et al, [1986, p 1383-1392, eng,
41-565
Observations of internal gravity waves under the Arctic
pack ice. Levine, MD.. et al. [1987, p.779-782. eng]
41-2327
Cables (power lines)
Sec; Power lines; Transmission lines
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Markham, W.E., (1986. p.101-116, eng,
41-2593
Coastal features of Canadian inland seas. Martini, I.P.,
(1986, p.117-142. eng,
41-2594
Seafloor morphology and sediments. Pelletier, B.R.,
(1986, p. 143-162, eng,
41-2595
Oil and gas fields in the East Coast and Arctic basins of
Canada. Meneley. R.A.. (1986. p.143-176, eng,
41-2608
Ocean development and management in the Arctic by
USA and Canada. Vanderzwaag, DL., et al, [1986.
p.327-337. eng,
41-2724
Recent advances in ice mechanics in Canada. Sinha.
N.K.. et al. (1987. p.15-35, eng,
41-2932
Geotechnical engineering offshore, eastern Canada.
Brown, J.D., (1986, p.852-878, eng,
41-3169
Canadian Building Tongress. 4th. 1985. (1985, 38lp.,
eng,
41-3190
Sensitivity of the arctic environment. French, H.M.,
[1987, p. 134-163, eng,
41-3237
Ice thickness data, winter 1979-1980. (1987, 43p., eng,
41-3253
Canada and polar science. Adams. W.P.. et al. (1987,
Il6p. + appends., eng,
41-3414
Climatic atlas. Map series 2—Precipitation. (1986, 2p.
+ 48p. of maps, eng,
41-4521
Climatic p.tlas, including freezing precipitation. [1987, 3p.
+ 108p. of maps, eng,
41-4522
—Alberta
Seasonal variations of nitrogen in soils, Alberta. Malhi,
S.S., et al, (1986. p.397-409, eng,
41-1085
Predicting settlement at a damsite on a tunnel valley
deposit in Alberta. McClung. J.E.. et al. [1987, p.4557. eng,
41-2978
Numerical simulation of an Alberta hailstorm. Yau, H.K..
et al. [1984. p.585-588. eng,
41-4407
—Alberta—Banir National Park
Use of lacustrine sedimentary sequences as indicators of
Holocene glacial history, Banff National Park, Alberta,
Canada. Leonard, EM., (1986, p.218-231. eng,
41-1191
Neoglacial advance of the Boundary Glacier, Banff
National Park. Gardner. J.S.. et al, (1985. p.17531733, eng,
41-1240
—Alberta—James Rl»er
Snow distribution patterns in clearings and adjacent forest.
Golding. DL., et al, (1986, p.1931-1940, eng]
41-24««
—Alberta—Kananaskis Valley
Extrapolating snow measurements on the Marmot Creek
Experimental Basin. Bemier, P.Y., [1986, p.83-92.
eng]
41-4514
—British Columbia
Glacier mass balance, SE Alaska and NW British
Columbia. Pelto, M.S., [1987, p.189-194. eng,
41-4456
Wave climate study, northern coast of British Columbia.
[1987. 93p., eng,
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Current problems in humus formation. Archegova, I.B.,
Automatic weather station data for 1985. Sievers, M.F.,
ed, [1986, I72p., rusj
41-4963
et al, (1986, 254p., eng]
41-877
Deserts
Analysis of NavSat buoy data from Beaufort Sea, 1980—
Cryolithozone
of
Alpine
deserts
in
Central
Asia.
primary results. [1981, 136p., eng]
41-3381
Gorbunov, A.P., (1986, p.100-104, rus]
41-114
Analysis of NavSat buoy data. Beaufort Sea, 1980—271
High altitude flora of northern Tien Shan. Baltenov,
fixes (part B). [1981, 173p., eng]
41-3477
M.S.,
(1985,
23lp.,
niS]
41-551
Datlai
Alpine phytocenotic systems of the Subarctic. Norin,
See: Age determination
B.N., ed, (1986, 292p., ma]
41-1344
DeooapoaitiOB
Relationship between salt weathering debris production
Decomposition of wood litter on felled areas of the North.
and temperature. Davison, A.P., (1986, p.335-341,
Kotlovskaia, L.S., et al, (1986, p.92-107, nisj
41-1378
eng]
41-1778
Soil-melioration studies in Karelia. Nesterenko. I.M.. ed.
Biological productivity of soil and plant formations in the
(1986, I44p., niS]
41-4115
USSR. Bazilevich, N.I., [1986, p.49-67, rusj
DeflattM
41-1811
See: Wind erosion
Construction of electric power lines for main pipelines.
Detonutioa
Manual. Arnopolin, AG., et al, [1986, 164p.
(Pertinent p. 127-138), rusj
41-H90
Deformation properties of waahed-up sands under
permafrost conditions. Bad'ianova, L.I., [1986, p.157Natural associations of the Arctic and their piotection.
165, ruaj
41-2835
Korotkevich, ES., ed, (1986, I20p., niS]
41-3860
Seiamo-acouatic studies of frozen and thawed calcareous
Human factors in the development of basic Arctic
clays. Voronkov, O.K., et al, (1985, p.88-9S, rus]
geosystems. Govorukha, L.S., (1986, p.24-30, rus]
41-3119
41-3863
Sea ice dynamics. Mathematical models. Timokhov,
Lacustrine and river geosystems of the Oktysbr'skaya
LA., et al, [1987, 272p., nisj
41-3145
Revolyutsiya Islands (Scvemaya Zemlya). Mordvinov,
A.A., [1986, p.30-41, rus]
41-3864
Law observed in the generation of sound in ice samples
subjected to loading. Mitiaev, P.V., et al, [1986, p.168Soil formation on coastal plains of the Oktyabr'sksya
169. rus]
41-3140
Revolyutsiya Islands. Govorenkov, B.F., [1986, p.4151, rus]
41-3865
Discussion of "Repeated load triaxial testing of frozen and
thawed soils". Youaaef, H , [1986, p.221-225, eng]
Cryosphere and the zonality of soil melioration processes.
41-3781
Mel'nikov, PL, et al, (1986, p 94-98, rusj
41-4468
See also: Ice deformation; Plaatir deformation; Snow defor- Design
mation
Physical modeling in ice engineering. Enema, R., (1986,
Defrottlag
p 57-65. eng)
41-1304
Anti-icing and deicing-defrosling fluids. [1985, 13p.. eng]
Studying the influence of cutting speed and cutting-tool
41-1761
parameters on frozen ground excavation. Sokolov, L.K.,
[1978, p.53-55, rus)
41-1321
Heat pump control/defrost circuit. Nolsnd. J.R., [1983,
10 col., engj
41-1983
Rules for the classification and construction of sea-going
ships.
[1986,
680p.,
eng]
41-1681
Control and method for defrosting a heal pump outdoor
heat »changer. Saunden, J.F., et al. [1982. 14 col.,
Mobile dwellings for the North. Saprykina, N.A., [1986,
eng]
41-1993
215p., rus)
41-3012
Reinforced concrete for petroleum industry structures of
Perfecting the methods of developing minersl deposits in
the North. Skuba, V.N., ed, [1986, 81p., rus]
the Arctic Shelf. Abadzhian, K.A., [1985, p.32-33,
41-4946
rus]
41-3105
Concentraron of placer minerals in hydraulic development
Regional characteristics of urban planning and construction
in Siberia and the North. Alekseeva, Tl., (1987,
of frozen clayey sands by washing with weak water
streams. Mironov. V.P., et al, [1986, p.3-7, rus]
208p., ma]
41-3804
41-4547
Regularities governing the development of forms of
artificially frozen zones obtained by seasonally active
Degree days
freezing devices. Koval'kov. V.P.. [1983, p.58-71, rusj
Calculation of degree-days for glacier-climate research.
41-4475
Braithwaite, R.I, [1984, p.1-8, eng]
41-611
Design criteria
Mciag
Organization
of
construction
under
special
environmental
See: Ice removal
and climatic conditions. Construction .uanual.
Deitia
Shakhparonov, V.V., ct al. [1986. 255p.. rus,
41-1861
Productivity of natural meadows in the upper Angara
See
also: Building codes
River delta. Kas'ianova, L.N., et al, (1986, p 78-83,
rus]
41-1404 Detection
Acoustic navigation in research and production situations.
Ice regimes of the lower Mackenzie River rud Mackenzie
Hakala. H., [1986, p.145-161, eng]
41-1094
Delta. Terroux, A.C.D., et al, [1981, 64p. + append.,
Comparison of Northern Hemisphere snow cover data sets.
eng]
41-1717
Scialdone,
J.,
et
al,
[1987,
p.53-68,
eng]
41-3341
Deulty (ouaa/iolaase)
Use of acoustics in localizing under-ice oil spills.
Device for determining frost depth and density. Huneidi,
41-3917
Francois, R.E., et al, [1983, 17p., eng]
F., [1983, 4 col., eng]
41-1765
See
a/so. Ice detection
Sea water density and submarine operation in the Arctic.
Frost, M.E., (1986, p. 1-30, eng]
41-1653 Deterioration
See: Ice deterioration
Buoyancy flux-driven cyclonic gyre in the Labrador Sea.
Seung, Y.-H., [1987, p.134-146, eng]
41-4178 Deuteriiua oxide
See a/so: Ice density; Snow density
See: Heavy water
Development
Deulty (■ubcr/vohuc)
See: Ion density (concentration); Particle size distribution
See: Economic development
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Dictionaries
International symbols for marine ice maps and
nomenclature of marine ice. [1986, 45p., niS]
41-1896
Russian-English Arctic environment glossary. [1985,
I50p., rus)
41-1897
Russian-English Arctic environment glossary. [1987,
219p., eng)
41-2887
Dielectric properties
Sensor for monitoring the dielectric constant of snow.
MUtzler, C, (1984, p.97-105, gen
41-628
Determination of the density and wetness of snow pack.
Sihvola, A., et al, (1986, p.717-721, engj
41-851
Thermodynamics of electrolyte solutions. Beyer, R.P., et
al, [1986, p.749-764, eng]
41-1593
Structure and dielectric properties at 4.8 and 9.5 GHz of
saline ice. Arcone, S.A., et al, [1986, p.14,281-14,303,
engj
41-1897
Electromagnetic processes accompanying water
crystallization and ice deterioration. Bern. B.L., et al,
[1986, p.24-32, rus)
41-2149
Dielectric properties of snow in the 3 to 37 GHz range.
Hallikainen, MT., et al, (1986, p.1329-1340, eng)
41-2313
Analysis of dielectric behavior of snow in 1.0 to 37.0 GHz
frequency range. Abdelrazik, M.A., [1985, 460p.,
eng]
41-2983
Water effects on radiation induced microwave conductivity
of frozen gels. Eden, J., et al, (1987, p.51-56, eng]
41-1807
Pulse radiolysis study of electrons in frozen alkaline
solutions. Czerwik, Z., et al, (1986, p.275-283, eng]
41-1811
M1ZEX 84 ice surface measurements from the FS
Polarstem. Bums, B.A., et al, [1986, p.30-40, eng]
41-3097
Analysis of the tensor dielectric constant of sea ice at
microwave frequencies. Stogryn, A., [1987, p.147-158,
eng]
41-3319
Multiplicity of dielectric relaxation times of dispersed ice
microcrystals. Pissis, P., et al, [1987, p.195-211, eng]
41-4361
Diesel englaes
Icebreakers: fuel economy and safe navigation. Bereznil,
V., [1986, p.35-36, rus]
41-436
BV 206—a vehicle for arctic transportation. Ljunggren,
J., (1986, p.1127-1137, eng)
41-1149
Diesel engines designed for navigation in heavy ice.
[1985, p.70-73, rus]
41-1919
Performance of diesel engine bearings at low temperature.
Grobuschek, F., [1986, p.477-486, gen
41-2891
Improving low temperature suitability of M113 vehicles:
automatic engine cycling tests. Shankhla, V.S., et al,
(1987, 23p. + appends., eng]
41-3813
Dtflraction
See: X ray diffraction
Difhaioa
Self-similar solution of a problem of freezing of finely
dispersed soils with allowance for moisture migration in
thawed and frozen zones. lAnitskil, P.A., [1986,
p.264-270, eng]
41-210«
Transport of water in frozen soil 6. Effects of
temperature. Nakano, Y., et al, [1987, p.44-50, eng)
41-3019
See also: Thermal diffusion; Vapor diffusion
Discontinuous permafrost
Shallow building foundations on discontinuous permafrost.
Fedorov, V.l., et al, (1985, p.15-16, rus)
41-280
Safety measures for operating buildings erected on Chita
permafrost. Orlov, V.O., et al, [1985, p.25-26, rus)
41-286
Influence of surface conditions on surface temperature.
Kinney, T.C., et al, [1986, p.1-15, eng]
41-640
Remarks on the origin of palsa frost mounds. Jahn, A.,
[1986, p.123-130, eng]
41-1347
Interactions between artificial lakes and permafrost.
Afanasenko, VE., et al, [1986, p.120-127, rus]
41-1091
Vertical electrical soundings in the vicinity of extended
laliks. Bolkov, S.A., et al, [1986, p.172-180, rus]
41-1098
Polar gas project: structural design aspects. Workman,
GH., [1986, p.116-125, eng]
41-1918
Basic structures of the Kureyskaya hydroelectric plant.
Makarov, VA., et al, [1986, p.l 1-17, niS]
41-1863
Organizing construction of the Kureyskaya hydroelectric
power plant. Zal'tsman, O.M., et al, [1986, p.17-23,
rus,
41-2864
Use of satellite information in studying distribution of
discontinuous permafrost. Dorofeev, I.V., et al, (1986,
p.55-59, rus]
41-3918
See also: Taliks
Dislocations (materials)
Dislocations in frozen, ice-containing. Pleistocene deposits
of northern western Siberia. Danilov, I.D., [1986,
p.28-41, rusj
41-2816
Paleogeography and mineral resources of Pleistocene in
northern Eurasia (collection of scientific works).
Chochia, N G., ed, [1986, 165p., rusi
41-3418
Dislocations and permafrost development in the
Pleistocene deposits of northern USSR. Popcv, A.I.,
[1986, p.146-153, rus]
41-3419
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Dtopcrtlou
Behaviour and fate of arctic oil spills. Bobra, A.M., et al,
[1986. p 13-23. eng,
41-341
Random transport of oil by sea ice. Colony, R., [1986,
p.25-39, eng]
41-341
Use of disperunts for oil spill countermeasures on arctic
beaches. Owens. E.H., et al. [1984. p 324-337. eng]
41-895
Chemically dispersed and untreated oils on arctic shores.
Boehm, P.D., (1984, p.338-360. eng]
41-896
Methods and equipment for obtaining artificial snow
(granulated ice). Smorygin, G.I., et al, [1986, P.43-S9,
rus,
41-2153
Dispersion in ice-covered lakes. Bengtsson. L. (1986,
p 151-170. enj]
41-4516
Diitribitioi
See: Permafrost distribution; Sea ice distribution; Snow cover
distribution
DUtnrbanccs
See: Atmospheric disturbances
Docks
Antarctic docking facility study carried out by Han-Padron
Associates. [1986, n.p., eng]
41-214
Ice management for year-round operating marine
terminals. Tsinker, G.P., (1986. p.409-435. eng]
41-1110
Floating dock. Ousev. V . [1986, p.18-19, rusj
41-1398
See also: Piers; Wharves
Domes
See: Pingos
Doped Ice
EG/AD/S: a new type of model ice for refrigerated towing
tanks. Timco, GW, (1986, p.175-195, eng)
41-1288
Dielectric studies of RbOH-doped ice and its phase
transition. Kawada, S., et al, (1986, p.4485-449!.
eng]
41-2468
Dniiuce
Water protection structures at railroads. Dikarevskil,
VS., elal, [1986, 21 Ip. (Pertinent p 123-211), ruS]
41-517
Glacial lake drainage near Söndre Str^mf]ord, West
Greenland. Gordon, JE., [1986, p 304, eng]
41-692
Jamming of taiga rivers by fallen trees. Zemtsov. A.A., et
al, (1986, p.101-107, rus]
41-813
Allowing for physiographic factors in estimating maximum
river runoff for the swampy forest zone of Pnirtysh'e.
Trofimova, E.V., (1986, p.143-147, ruS]
41-1372
Evaluating the information content of satellite data on
snow line altitude for forecasting runoff of mountain
rivers in the Fergana Basin. Tsarev, B.K., (1986. p.4050. rus,
41-1685
Winter maintenance of roads. Popp, C. [1986. p.536540, ger]
41-2324
Changes in spring-flood runoff induced by forest swamp
drainage. Pakulin, A.V., [1987, p.67-70, ruS]
41-3082
Freezing and thawing of drained peat soils in mountain
foresu. Chint'iaev, AS. [198 '. p.60-64, rus]
41-3737
Development of swamps and paluded forests in western
Siberia. Efremov. S.P, et al, (1986, p.26-29, rusj
41-3743
Hydrological characteristics of Soler Glacier drainage.
Patagonia. Fukami, H., et al, [1987. p91-96. eng]
41-3832
Interaction of gravel, surface drainage and culverts with
permafrost. Brown, J., ct al, [1984, 35p., en'-j
41-4072
Sub-drainage systems in cryogenic peat soils. Loginov,
I.I., et al. [1984. p.51-52. rus,
41-4089
Snow drain system—velocity formula for snow-laden water
flow. Sato, T., et al, (1983, p.9-\6, eng]
41-4133
See also: Subglacial drainage; Subsurface drainage; Surface
drainage
Drain
Embankments built of water-logged earth with horizontal
sand-drains. Vasil'ev, IU.M., (1985, p.2-3, ruS]
41-505
Snow removal from roads by water flow in drains.
Watanabe, Z., [1986, p.141-148, jpnj
41-1218
Sub-drainage systems in cryogenic peat soils. Loginov,
1.1., et al. [1984. p.51-52, rus,
41-4089
Drake Passage
Travelling in antarctic weather. Junqueira Villcia, R.,
[1986, p.42-55, por,
41-587
Water masses and currents of the southern ocean.
Whitworth, T., 111. et al, [1987, p.6462-6476, eng,
41-3641
Dndtfrt
Methods of estimating economic losses from water
pollution by dredging. Matveev. A.A.. (1985, p.63-66,
rus,
41-210
Hydromechanization in construction of electric power
plants. Shkundin, B.M., [1986, 224p. (pertinent p.156174), rus,
41-619
1985 field studies, Beaufort and Chukchi Seas, conducted
from the NCAA ship Discoverer. Miley, J.M., ed.
[1986, 57p. + figs., eng,
41-831
Arctic class hopper dredges. Brake!. J.. et al. (1986.
p.988-1000, eng,
41-1142
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Ice dynamics. Hibler. W.D.. Ill, [1986, p.577-640, eng,
Stability of hydraulically built-up construction sites under
41-2995
dynamic loads. Efremov, N.A., et al, [1986, p.29-31,
rus,
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41-2320
[1987, p.41-46. eng,
41-2400
First lime above the North Pole. Stromilov, N.N.,
Prediction of short-term ice edge drift. El-Tahan, M., el
[1986, 134p, rus]
41-3014
al, (1987, p.393-400, eng,
41-2448
Ice Island underfoot, Chilingarov, A., el al, [1986.
Arctic sea ice extern and drift, modeled as a viscous fluid.
175p, rus]
41-3250
Ling, C.-H., el al, (1986, p.71-98, eng,
41-2577
Ice cover. Markham, WE., [1986, p.101-116. eng]
Analysis of NavSat buoy data from Beaufort Sea, 19c0—
41-2593
primary results. [1981, 136p., eng]
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Dynamic properties
Drilling fluids
Analysis of NavSat buoy data from Beaufort Sea, 1980detailed results. r1981, 236p., eng]
41-3475
Machinery model propulsion tests in ice. Eskola, H.,
Drilling mud usage and discharge in the Arctic Ocean,
[1986, p.1001-1020. eng]
41-1143
1978-1982. Evancc. T.B., comp. [1985. 6p, +
Analysis of NavSat buoy data, Beaufort Sea, 1980. 271
appends. eng]
41-596
fixes (part A). [19«!. t73p., eng]
41-3476
Ice-seawater turbulent boundary layer interaction with
melting or freezing. Mellor, G.L., et al, [1986, p.1829Analysis of NavSat buoy data, Beaufort Sea, 1980—271
Use and disposal of drilling fluids in the Arctic Ocean,
1846, eng]
41-2219
fixes (part B). [1981. 173p., eng]
41-3477
1983. Milbum. D.. et al. [1986. 38p., eng]
41-597
Analysts of NavSat buoy data, Beaufort Sea, 1980—
Earth cnut
Use a id disposal of drilling fluids in the Arctic Ocean,
measurement variances. [1981, 31p.. eng]
41-3478
1084. Milbum, D., et al, [1986, 47p., eng]
41-598
The living Earth, Agriculture and natural resources,
Ushakov, SA., cd, [1986, 167p., rus]
41-1163
Drill core analysis
Drilling fluids and cuttings discharges in Alaska.
Houghton, J.P., et al. [1984. p.1-388, eng]
41-1782 Earth dams
Late Pleistocene sedimentation processes on the antarctic
continental shelf. Grobe, R. [1986, 121p. + figs.,
Waterproofing and corrosion prevention in hydraulic
Using the UBM-20A assembly for drilling large-diameter
ger]
41-267
structures. Shchavelev, N.F., cd, [1985. 100p.. ruS]
wells in permafrost. Minakov, V.M.. et al, [1986, p.2441-431
27, rus]
41-2533
Recommendations for a U.S. ice coring program, [1986,
67p., eng]
41-1352
Corrosion resistance of steel cores of earth dams.
Monitoring a sump containing drilling mud with a high salt
Kuznetsov,
V.S..
et
al,
[1985,
p.63-68,
rus]
41-434
Soviet glaciological studies on the eastern ice field in 1984content. Nenninger, R.D.. [1987, 47p., eng]
1985, [1986, p.10-16, ms]
41-1633
41-3076
Aerodynamics of road embankments (a discussion).
Ivanov. V.D.. [1985. p.25-26, rus]
41-503
Stratification in an ice core from Vestfonna,
Treatment and disposal of oil-based mud cuttings,
Nordaustlandet. Punning, IA.-M.K.. et al. [1986, p.39Canadian Arctic. Drinnan, R.W.. et al, [1987, 80p. +
Examples of dam construction in Siberia and the Far
43, eng]
41-1790
appends., eng]
41*4532
North. Kolmogorov, RL, [1973, p.53-62, rus]
41-1276
Aerosol concentrations over the last climatic cycle (160
Drills
kyr) from an antarctic ice core. De Angelis. M., et al,
Power plant construction on permafrost. Shtelman, A.Sh.,
Self-lifting derrick towers lor the Arctic. [1985, p.28-29,
[1987, p.318-321, eng]
41-3505
[1986, p.8-12, rus]
41-1400
rus]
41-1515
International antarctic glaciological program activities at
Field studies of the Neryungri earth dam, Belan, V.L. et
Cooperative construction of drilling assemblies. [1985,
South Pole Station and Vostok. Lorius, C. [1985,
al, [1986, p.18-20, ruS]
41-1402
p.33. rus]
41-1516
p.73-74, eng]
41-2633
Influence of cryogenic phenomena on the performance of
Drill bits for frozen fine-grained soils. Sellmann, P.V,, et
Pollen record from the Agassiz Ice Cap. northern
monolithic, concrete, filterless reinforcement of slopes of
al, [1986, 33p.. eng]
41-2610
Ellesmere Island, Canada. Bourgeois, J.C., [1986,
cohesive-earth dams, Kanarskil, V.F., et al, [1986,
Dust control in coal quarries at subzero temperatures,
p.345-354, eng]
41-3470
p,41-43, rus]
41-1403
Kupin, A.N., ct al, [1985, p,153-l54, rus]
41-2774
Glaciological characteristics of an ice core in Patagonia.
Experience in ice dam construction. Vdovin, [U.L, el al,
Drilling complex BTSE-600 for rocks and frozen ground.
Yamada. T, [1987, p.59-67, eng]
41-3828
[1986, p,l77-183, niS]
41-2174
Bryzhko, S.A., et al, [1986, p.41. rus]
41-2790
Ice core study on Wisconsinan ice thickness on Ellesmere
Project of the experimental Yamberg ice-core dam.
Classifying frozen ground according to abrasion power.
I., Canada. Kocrner. R.M.. et al, [1987, p.296-301,
Danielian, IU.S., et al, [1986, p.183-189. rus]
41-2175
Leshchiner.
V.B..
et
al,
[1982,
p.8-14,
rus]
41-3545
cng:
41-4079
Peat mining and preliminary construction work in winter.
See also: let coring drills; Ice drills; Thermal drills
Be-10 concentrations in Greenland ice. Monaghan, M.C,
Khomich, V.A., [1986, p.15-17. niS]
41-2555
[1987, p. 197-203, eng]
41-4279 Drops (liquids)
Building thawed-earth dams in northern climatic zone.
Scattering photometer for measuring single ice crystals and
Rheological properties of ice loaded with microparticles.
Shatygm, V.A., [1986, p.80-83, rusj
41-2754
liquid droplets, Pluchino. A., [1987. p.614-620, eng]
Fisher, DA., et al. [1986, p.501-510, eng]
41-4305
For northern construction sites. Malyshev, A.IA., (1986,
41-3153
Sulphuric acid in the antarctic ice sheet. Legrand, M., et
p.49-50, rus]
41-2792
See
also: Cloud droplets, Raindrops
al, [1987, p.671.676. eng]
41-4325
Temperature regime of artificial ice-bearing earth
Drying
Sec also: Ice cores
structures. Savcl'ev, B.A., et al, [1986, p.166-168.
rusj
41-2836
Sludge dewatering at sewage treatment plants in Finland.
DrilllDg
Puolanne, J„ [1981, p.107-117. eng]
41-392
Predicting settlement at a damsite on a tunnel valley
Blasting frozen ground in proximity of buildings and power
deposit
in
Alberta.
McClung,
J.E.,
et
al.
[1987,
p.45Freeze-thawing
and
dewatering
plant
for
sewage
sludges.
plants. Toropov. V.V.. [1986, p.42-44. rus]
41-512
57. eng]
41-2978
Honda, T., ct al, [1981. p.599-604. eng]
41-873
Use of natural resources and environmental protection in
Geomechanical studies of power supply structure
Muliivariate regression analysis of the process of frozen
the Timan-Pechora Regional Economic Complex.
foundations. Sapcgin, D.D., ed, [1985, I20p., rus]
Brattsev. A.P.. ed, [1986, 119p,. rus]
41-1167
peat dehydration. Aleksandrov, B.M., [1986, p.15-19,
41-3126
rus]
41-3766
Reaction of tundra vegetation to petroleum pollution
Changes in physical and mechanical properties of frozen
induced by drilling. Gnat, L.V.. [1986. p.82-93, rus]
See also: Freeze drying
ground used as construction material. Liapin, V.E., et
41-1171 Danes
al, [1986, p.30-34, rusj
41-3443
Disturbance of tundra vegetation by oil field development.
Grass-shrub vegetation developing on Arctic sand dunes.
Forecasting temperature and moisture regime of rock-earth
Tentiukov, M,P., ct al, [1986. p.94-103, rus]
41-1172
Sergienko, V,G., [1987, p.208-215, rus]
41-3610
fill dams. Bogoslovskii. P.A., ct at, (1986, p.89-96.
Response of permafrost to disturbance, Lawson, D.E.,
Dost
rus]
41-3451
[1986, p.l-7, eng]
41-1183
Estimation of industrial emission into the atmosphere.
Experimental
investigations of heat-mass transfer
Transportation systems for new developments of the Far
Boiarkina, A.P., et al, [1987. p.14-23. rus]
41-3945
coefficients in macroporoua media. Mukhetdinov, N.A.,
North. Vasiliuk. V.A.. [1986, p,74.79, rus]
41-1204
Sec also: Cosmic dust
[1986, p,119-127, rus]
41-3455
Mathematical models of welt drilling processes in
Dost control
Using
frozen ground in dam construction in permafrost
permafrost. Bugaev, V.G., [1978, p.69-73, rusj
areas.
Kuznetsov,
G.I.,
et
al.
[1986,
p.128-141,
rus]
Problems of engineering glaciology. Alckscev, V.R., ed,
411324
41-3456
[1986, 223p., rusj
41-2145
Hydropneumatic hammers of EO-2621 excavators for
Designing earth dams for permafrost regions. Anisimov,
Using snow for dust control in northern mines. Osodoev,
frozen ground. Kamaukhov, A.V.. et al. [1978, p.74V.A.,
[1986.
p.
183-189,
rus]
41-3461
MX.
ct
al.
[1986.
p.193-196.
rus]
41-2177
78. rus]
41-1325
Thermal protection for the Waterloo Dam, northern
Using artificial snow for dust control during massHydrojct drilling technology for permafrost. Petrosian,
Saskatchewan, Noonan, D.K.J.. et al, [1982, p.437detonations in mines. Bitkolov, N,Z., et al, [1986,
L.R.. ct al, [1986. p,39-41> eng]
41-1849
449, eng]
41-3751
p.197-200. rus]
41-2178
Using the UBM-20A assembly for drilling large-diameter
Seasonally
active ground cooling devices used in hydraulic
Theoretical
and
application
problems
concerning
air
wells in permafrost. Minakov, V.M., el al, [1986, p.24construction.
Buchko,
N.A..
[1983,
p.29-40.
niS]
exchange In deep quarries (Summaries of reports
27, rus]
41-2533
41-4473
presented at the All-Union conference held in Apatity.
Geocryological studies of the Pur-Nadym interfluve. NW
Sep. 23-25, 1985). Vasserman. A.D„ ed, [1985. 178p.,
Earth fUls
Siberia. Podbomyl, E,E,. et al, [1986, p,95-I00, rus]
rus]
41-2769
Estimating
the
deformation
of
low-loaded
structures
in the
41-2538
BAM zone. Sobin, G.P., [1985, p.28-30, rus]
41-288
Dust control on quarry roads at subzero temperatures.
Thcrmophysics of glaciers. Zotikov, I.A.. [1986, 275p.,
Loboda. AX, ct al, [1985. p.135-136, rusj
41-2771
Foundation construction in complex engineering-geological
eng]
41-2565
conditions in Finland. Kushnir, I.N., et al, [1985,
Using subpermafrost ground water in normalizing the air in
Thickness and temperature of permafrost in Kular Range.
p 42-43. rus]
41-295
the
Mir
pipe
quarry.
Prudnikov.
V.K..
[1985,
p.
144Sheshin, 1U.B . et al. [1986, p.47-S0, ms]
41-2818
145, rus]
41-2772
Radioactive isotope method of controlling earth density
Guide to the construction of bases and foundations
during roadbed construction. Kurochkin, V,V., [1986,
Dust
control
based
on
acoustics,
centrifugal
and
foam(supplement to construction norms and regulations SNiP
p,ll-12. rus]
41-437
precipitation principles, Sergcev, V.S., [1985, p.1523.02.01-83). [1986. 567p.. rus]
41-2968
Aerodynamics of road embankments (a discussion).
153, rus]
^
41-2773
Forecasting ground temperature during adfreezing of piles,
Ivanov, V.D., [1985, p.25-26, rusj
41-503
Dust
control
in
coal
quames
at
subzero
temperatures.
Pylaev, E.L„ et al, [1987, p.73-75. rus]
41-3269
Hydromcchanization in construction of electric power
Kupin, A.N., ct al. [1985. p.153-154, rusj
41-2774
Geologic indication of ground ice in Tien Shan and Pamir,
plants. Shkundin, B.M.. [1986, 224p. (pertinent p.156Regional landscape-geochemical investigations. Nechacva,
Ermolin. E.D . [1986. p.22-29, ruS]
41-3483
174). rus]
41-619
E.G.,
cd.
[1986.
159p.,
rusj
41-4113
Classifying frozen ground according to abrasion power.
Stability of hydraulically built-up construction sites under
Geochemical evaluation of the environmental impact of
Leshchiner, V.B., et al, [1982, p.8-14, rus]
41-3545
dynamic
loads.
Efremov.
N.A.,
et
al,
[1986,
p.29-31,
human activities. Davydova, N.D., [1986, p.135-143,
Borehole closure at Mizuho Station. Kawada. K., et al,
rus]
41-1529
rus]
41-4114
[1986. p.66-73, eng]
41-3659
Design and construction of the socle part of the
Dynamic loads
Drilling and completion of water bearing layers in
Kurcyskaya channel dam. Makarov, V.A.. et al, [1986.
Electrical impulse method of determining the strength of
permafrost. Kvashnin, G.P,. [1987. 247p. (Pertinent
p.27-31, rus]
41-2866
frozen ground and ice. Kytin. IU.A., (1982. p.108-113,
p,128-l38), rus]
41-3666
Geomechanical studies of power supply structure
rusj
41-1275
Drilling complex for the Far North. SafiulÜn, M.N,, ct al,
foundations. Sapegin. D.D., ed, [1985. 120p., rusj
Impact strength of mudflow mass on transverse structures.
[1986, p.30-31, rus]
41-3773
41-3126
Kukhalashvili, E.G.. et al, [1985. p.356-360. rusj
Experience in casing wells in permafrost layers.
Studies on frost resistance of ash and ash-slag materials for
41-1623
Medvedskfl, R.I„ et al, [1987. p.62-65, rus]
41-3774
use in foundations—the case of the Barabinskaya State
Calculating pile foundations for hydraulic structures,
Low-temperature service facilities and recent status of their
Regional Electric Power Plant, Golli. O.R., [1985,
Levachev, S,N.. et al, [1986. 133p.. rusj
41-1747
materials and «elding. Saiga, Y., et al, [1986, p.1-21.
p,52-56, rusj
41-3127
eng]
41-3785
Thermodynamics uf a solid body subjected to external
Determining heat conductivity coefficients of coarse
loads, Beghi. M., ct al, [1987, p,26-32. eng]
41-2066
Seven expeditions to Spitsbergen. Koriakin, V.S., [1986,
grained materials used in embankment construction.
176p., ms]
41-4124
Dynamic loads on floating ice plate from uniformly
Gorokhov. E.N., t1985, p.105-110, rus]
41-3130
moving body, Gushchin. V.V., et al, [1985. p,385.387,
Man, sea, technology, Narusbaev. A.A., ed, [1987,
Influence of temperature regime and ice content on
rusj
41-2329
335p., rusj
41-4145
deformation of embankments built of coarse-clastic soils.
Ice beam moving against a sloping structure. Sodhi, D.S.,
Gavrilov, A.N.. [1986. p.44-53, rus]
41-3445
Methodical and experimental bases of geothermy.
[1987. p.281-284, eng]
41-2433
Kropotkin, P.N., ed. [1983, 230p, (Pertinent p,79-84.
Forecasting temperature and moisture regime of rock-earth
181-187), rusj
41-4614
fill dams. Bogoslovskii, P,A„ et al. [1986. p,89-96,
Friction on snow of ski soles, un waxed and waxed.
rus]
41-3451
See also: Offshore drilling: Percussion drilling; Rotary drilling
Shimbo. M.. [1971, p.99-112, eng]
41-3907
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p.26-27, rus,
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Hastenrath, S, [1987, p.79-82, eng]
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N.M., et al, [1984, p.153-164, eng]
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Zakharov, V.A., [1978, p.25-30, ruS]
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D, [1984, p.165-181, eng]
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Antarctic ecosystem. Benninghoff. WS, [1987. p.9-14.
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Power plant construction on permafrost. Shtelman, A.Sh.,
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See also: Earthwork; Pits (exca\
Trenching; Tunneling (excavatioi
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Response ui penetratora into ice targets. Kipp, R.J.. et al,
Arctic logistics and supporting services. Westcrberg. T.,
Geocryology—its subject and problems. Danilov. I.D.,
[1986, p.481-493, eng)
41-2673
et al, [1986, 16p., eng)
41-2283
[1986, p.18-26, rus]
41-2082
Hydrodynamic forces and iceberg stability. Bass, D.W.,
Litter
United States: an arctic nation. (1987, 46p., eng)
et al. (1986. p.60-62. eng)
41-3092
41-29««
Dynamics and hydrophysical properties of forest litter in
Analysis of potential slope instability due to wave loading
the Krasnoyarsk forest steppes. Stakanov, V.D., el al,
Operation Deep Freeze 87 end of season report. [1987,
on the Nova Scotian shelf. Moran. K., et al, (1986,
[1986, p.172-176, rus)
41-816
Var.
p.,
eng]
41-3164
p.980-999, eng)
41-3171
Fire effect on Siberian forests. Evdokimenko, M.D.,
Ice Island underfoot. Chilingarov, A., et al, [1986,
Torsional resistance of a single pile in a layered soil.
[1984. p.S6-6S. rus)
41-1080
I75p., niS]
41-3290
Hache, RAG., el al. [1986, p.1004-1019, eng]
Silvicultural and ecologic consequences of felling in
Ship operations, 1984-1985. Marthaler, JG., [1985,
41-3172
Karelian forests. Ziabchenko, S.S., ed, [1986. 198p..
p.267-269,
eng)
41-3328
Law observed in the generation of sound in ice samples
rus]
41-2373
Report of the U.S. Arctic Research Commission, 1985.
subjected to loading. Mitiaev, P.V., et al, (1986, p.168Soil restoration in felled areas of billberry pine forests.
[1986, 33p., eng)
41-3429
169, rus)
41-3240
Voronova, T.G., [1986, p.22-31, rus)
41-2379
Ice core drilling operations in the Northern Patagonia
Formation
of
loads
on
underground
structures
in
thawing
Decomposition of wood litter on felled areas of the North.
Icefield. Yamada, T., et al, [1987, p.l51-15S, eng]
disperse ground. Sokolov, M., (1986, p.24-25. ms]
Kozlovskaia, L.S., el al. [1986. p.92-107. rus)
41-2378
41-3840
41-3735
Reactions of northern taiga soils and vegetation to
Long range forecasting
Equation
for
avalanche
motion
restricted
by
a
diversion
industrial wastes. Chemen'kova, TV., [1987. p.147barrier. Nohguchi, Y.. [1987. p.153-162. jpn)
Long-range forecasting of Grand Banks iceberg severity.
157. rus)
41-4971
41-4006
Davidson, L.W., el al. (1986. 163p.. eng)
41-1839
LoMiillg
Reinforced earth slab to reduce embankment loads, Auke
Regional regularities governing long-range freeze-thaw of
Automation and powering of loading-unloading equipment.
Bay, Alaska. Elias, V.. et al. [1981. 21p.. eng]
ground. Kuznetsova. I.L., et al. [1986. p.176-183, ruS]
Sobkalov. IP., et al, (1986. 128p., rus)
41-2227
41-4067
41-2838
Some experimental findings regarding the mechanical
Limit state probabilistic design of offshore Arctic pipelines.
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teroperatnre research
properties of shee ice. Epifanov. V.P.. [1985. p.178Row, D.O., et al, [1987. p.l 15-123. eng]
41-4632
Luminescence studies of condensed phases at low
187, eng)
41-2971
temperatures. Variano, BF, et al, [1986, p.497-498,
See also: Dynamic loads; Ice loads; Ice pressure; Snow loads;
Loads (forces)
Soil pressure; Static loads; Water pressure; Wind pressure
eng)
41-960
Wind, earthquake, snow, and hail loads on solar collectors.
Picovoltmeters used in low-temperature research.
Cattaneo, L, el al, [1981, 88p.. eng)
41-173 Leuna
Krasnopolin,
1.1A.,
[1986,
p.1427-1431,
eng)
41-994
Thermal properties of cryogenic meadow-chernozem soils.
Trial construction of 20-m span ice dome. Kokawa. T., et
Kulikov. A.I.. [1984. p.126-130. rus,
41-4090
Automatic low-temperature calorimeter. Malyshev, V.M.,
al. [1986. p.67-73, jpnj
41-439
et al, [1986, p.1456-1459. eng)
41-995
Micromorphological characteristics of humus profile in
Investigation of seasonal load restrictions in Washington
loamy
taiga
soils.
Rusanova,
G.V.,
[1986,
p.69-77,
Zones and excitons of cryocrystals. Sobolev, V.V.,
State. Mahoney, J.P., et al, [1985. p.58-67. eng)
rus)
41-4964
[1986,
206p..
rus)
41-997
41-609
Humus profiles in the paludified loamy podsols of taiga.
Low temperature tests
Dynamic properties of frozen granular soils. Li. J.C.-C,
Vtiurin, G.M., [1986, p.78-88, ruS]
41-4569
Avoiding low temperature brittle failures of oil storage
(1979. 335p.. eng]
41-897
Locks
(waterways)
tanks. Fraylick. JR., [1986, p.l2S-130.eng)
41-78
Studies of plain and reinforced frozen soil structures.
Field measurements of the adhesion strength of ice.
Low temperature excess loss of loose tube fiber cables.
Soo, S., (1984, 299p., eng)
41-984
Makkonen,
L,
el
al,
[1986,
p.725-734,
eng]
41-1128
Stueflotten, S., [1982, p.4300-4307, eng)
41-263
Field investigation of load-curvature characteristics of
Loeaa
reinforced ice. Fransson, L-, el al. [1986. p.175-196.
Transmission loss of coated single-mode fiber at low
eng)
41-1099
temperatures. Katsuyama, Y., et al, [1980, p.4200Reaction of loess soils with hydrofluosilicic acid and
4205, eng]
41-264
carbamide resins. Zgadzal, L.K.. et al. [1986. p.53-57.
Ice fracture mechanics and some of its applications.
ru»)
41-601
Goldstein. R.V., et al, [1986. p.197-210, eng)
41-1096
Excess toss of single-mode jacketed optical fiber at low
temperature. Yabuta, T., et al, [1983, p.2356-2362,
Loess deposits of the USSR. Sergeev. EM., ed. (1986. 2
Determination of pore ice stresses in frozen soils.
eng)
41-48«
volumes (only Vol.2 pertinent), rusj
41-620
Youssef, H., [1986, p.262-282, eng)
41-1101
Fiber optics in adverse environments. Lyons, P.B., ed,
Soil stabilization by wetting and detonation. Takhirov,
Mechanical properties and behaviour of frozen soils.
(1981, 276p., eng)
41-579
I.G., el al, [1986, p.16-19, rusj
41-880
Youssef, H.. [1986, p.299-322, eng)
41-1103
X ray attenuation at low temperatures in polymer silica
Development of composite members for Arctic offshore
Modified method for intensive dynamic compaction of
weak soils. Marinescu, K . (1986. p.73-78, eng]
fibers. Barnes, C.E., et al, (1981, p.25-34, eng)
structures. Shioya, T., et al, (1986, p.660-677, eng]
41-1123
41-1891
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Respoiue of irradiated optical waveguide« at low
temperature», Taylor, E.W., et ai. [1981, p.40-50,
en«
41-581
Cold-induced louei in looae-theath fiber-optic cables.
Holliday, V.M., et al, [1981, p.77-79, end
41-582
Non-metallic optical fiber cable for uae under low
temperature. Ojai, M., et al, [1981, p. 12(2-1)-12(2-4),
eng)
41-MO
Amorphous ice made by "melting" ice I. Whalley, E.,
[1986, p.314-318, eng)
41-191
Elaatoplastic deformation of steel at low temperatures.
Zhigilkin, V.M., et al, [1986, p 129-141, ruaj
41-1017
Ice clathrate and heugonal ice at 77 K. Johari, OP., et
al, [1986, p.3ll-31S, eng]
41-1237
Comparative specification of engineering thermometers for
low temperatures. Tian, L.S., et al, [1986, p.259-262,
eng]
41-1407
Low-temperature behaviour of high-birefringence fibres.
Marrone, M.J., et al, [1985, p.703-704, eng]
41-1410
Steel plates for low temperature usea. Yamada, M., et al,
[1984, p.28-38, eng)
41-1569
Behavior of prestressed lightweight concrete subjected to
high-intensity cyclic streu at cryogenic temperatures.
Berner, D.E., et al, [1986, p.727-736, eng]
41-1865
Transmission low at low temperature of an optical fibre.
Yamakawa, S., et al, [1984, p 199-201, eng]
41-1916
Thermal deformation of lightweight concretes at low
temperature. Correa, H., et al, [1986, p.845-852, eng]
41-2001
Low-temperature effecta on flow in sand-bed streams.
Lau. Y.L., [1987, p.lll-m, eng]
41-2067
Unfrozen compartmentalized water in gels during cooling
and warming. Murase, N., et al, [1986, p.5420-5426,
eng]
41-2107
Low-temperature mechanical properties of asphalt
concrete. Kails«, B.F., [1982, S3p., eng]
41-2136
High-vacuum seal for low temperatures. DubovitakQ.
■U.A., et al, [1987, p.950-9Sl, eng]
41-3151
Cryoatat with 3He-vapor evacuation. Oerahenzon, M.E.,
et al, [1987, p.979-981, eng]
41-315»
Nitrogen cryoatat for study of Moesabaucr scattering.
Ooriachev, V.S., et al. [1987, p.981-983, eng]
41-3160
Testing carbamide resins in the -40 to +50 temperature
range. Kondratov, A.B., et «1, [1986, p.29-33, rusj
41-3767
Low-temperature service facilities and recent status of their
materials and welding. Saiga. Y.. et al, [1986, p.1-21,
en«
41-3715
Low temperature cracking susceptibility of asphalt
concrete. Janoo, V.O., et al, [1987, p.397-415, eng]
41-4030
Ball bearing lubricants operating in various environment».
McMurtrey. E.L., [1984, 18p., eng]
41-3041
Luminescence studies of condensed phases at low
temperatures. Variano, B.F., et al, [1986, p.497-498,
eng]
41-960
Prost-resistant fluoroplastic seals for arctic machinery.
Popov. S.N.. et ai. [1986, p.933-931, eng]
41-113»
Machinery model propulsion teats in ice. Eakola, H..
(1986, p. 1001-1020, eng]
41-1143
Developing machines and equipment for winter road
maintenance. Tempo, T., [1983, p.268-269. finj
41-1*35
Dredge-eicavation of ground. Ogorodnikov. S.P.. [1986.
256p., niS)
41-3913
Oceanic thermal power plann H'in, A.K., [1987, p.96112. nie)
41-4146
Improvement of parameten and increase in the reliability
of mining machines Ponomarenko. 1U.F., ed. [1986.
82p.. rat]
41-4524
Improving the reliability of 204M excavators under
northern conditions. Osipova. T.V.. et al, [1986. p.ll16, rua)
41-4525

tU0*m nmmn
See: Nuclear magnetic resonance
Ice thicfcnfi« measurements by magnetic surveys.
Tborning. L. [1985. p.112-114, eng]
41-577
Gcophytical exploration mrthnd« in the Arctic.
Gaponenko, O.I.. ed, (1978, l*5p., ras)
41-99«
Allowing for variations in electromagnetic surveys of the
Arctic Basin. Karaaik. AM., et al. (1978. p.83-92.
rus]
41-»»»
Uae of spectial-conelatioo analyaia in preliminary stages of
inveatigations. Petrova, A.A.. [1978. p.93-91. rusj
41-1000
Aeromagnetic surveys in Arctic shelf sea». Palamarchuk.
V.K..etal,[1978.p.l29-133,niB)
41-1001
Sea-floor spreading in the Arctic Basin. Kiaelev, IU.G.,
(1986. 224p., rm,
41-17«
Defonaatioo by ice of sediment remancnt magnetism.
Day, T.. (1986. p.78-81. eng)
41-3095
See: Geomagnetism
Dynamics of plant communities following the felling of
forest. Ziabchenko, S.S.. (1986. p.5-22. rus]
41-2374
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Maauls
Modular construction of oil and gas industry objects.
Manual. Batalin, IU.P., ed, [1986, 576p., rus]
41-1746
Organization of construction under special environmental
and climatic conditions. Construction manual.
Shakhparonov, V.V., et al, [1986, 255p., rm,
41-2862
Corutruction of electric power lines for main pipelines.
Manual. Amopolin, A.O., et al, [1986, 164p.
(Pertinent p. 127-138), rus]
41-2890
Manual for construction foremen working in the northern
construction-climatic zone. Berezovakh, B.I., et al,
(1986, 328p., rusj
41-3664
Mtpftat
Maximum southward advance of the Kara center ice sheet.
Diatlova, I.N., [1986, p.154-157. ru>]
41-125
Regularities governing altitudinal belts of maximum river
discharge in Tadzhikistan. Kemmerikh, A.O., , (1986,
p. 166-170,™»]
41-12«
Methods of compiling medium-scale maps of genetic
avalanche types. Dziuba, V.V., et al, (1986, p.206-211,
rusj
41-136
Experience in compiling and using complex engineering
glaciological maps. Osokin, N.I., et al, (1986, p.213219, niS]
41-137
Structure and dynamics of forest landscapes in Karelia.
Belousova, N.A., ed, (1985, 184p., rus]
41-1«»
Types of landscapes in the Karelian ASSR. Volkov, A.D.,
et al, [1983, p.4-16, rus]
41-190
Subdivision of the Bam zone according to vegetational
cover. Belov, A.V., ed, [1985, 181p., rua]
41-252
Surface velocity determination on large polar glacier» by
aerial photogrammetry. Brecher, H.H., [1986, p.22-26,
eng]
41-412
Seas of the Soviet Arctic. Vol.9. Oramberg, I.S., ed,
(1984, 280p., rus]
41-571
Avalanches and avalanche snow loada. Moakalev, IU.D.,
(1986, 157p.. niS]
41-651
Atlas of the Arctic. Treshnikov, A.F., ed, (1985, 204p.,
nisi
41-701
Symposium on Glacier Mapping and Surveying, Reykjavik,
1985. (1986, 216p., eng]
41-727
History of mapping in Iceland, with special reference to
glacier«. Tomasson. H.. [1986, p.4-7, eng]
41-72«
Analysis and simulation of altimeter performance for the
production of ice sheet topographic map«. Partington,
K.C., et al, (1986, p.141-145, eng]
41-757
Multispectral digital image mapping of antarctic ice
features. Swithinbank, C, et al, (1986, p.159-163,
eng]
41-761
Cartographic methods for large-scale glacier map«. Yin,
S., etal.(1986, p.192-195, eng]
41-76«
Mudflow-hazard areas of northern Caucasus. Geraaimov.
V.A, (1985, p.39-46, rus]
41-«43
Morphology and sediment processes and supply from
Weddell Sea floor. Anderson. J.B.. et al. (1986. p.121129. eng]
41-127«
Application of space imagery to geocryologic mapping.
Nekrasov. I.A.. et al, (1985, p.[87-195, eng]
41-1445
Antarctic ice sheet configuration 30 deg E to 80 deg E.
Shibuya,K., etal, [1986, p.1-12, engj
41-1469
Supplying engineering and geological data on maaa
construction objectt. Khalme. N.M.. et «1, (1986, p.3749, rusj
41-1537
Establishing period« of «table «now cover duraticm in
mountains. Taarev, B.K., et «1, (1986, p.73-78, rusi
41-1641
Methods of compiling maps of the factors affecting
avalanche formation in area« ouuide the USSR for the
World Atla« of Snow and Ice Reaourcea. Dziuba, V.V..
[1986. p.81-86. n«)
41-1*43
Cartographic problems of applied glaciology Alekaeev.
V.R., [1986, p.l44-146.niS]
41-1*57
Problems of satellite meteorology and remote sensing.
Sitnikova. M.V., ed. (1986, 104p., ru»]
41-1684
Mapping of territories with unstable snow coven.
Solodkov, P.A., et al. [1986. p.82-84. ru«)
41-I6«7
Snow water reserve« in central Altai. Chubenko, A.G.,
(1986, p.105-111, rue)
41-1»«
Variability of hydrological characteristics in western
Siberia. Nikitin, S.P., et al. (1986. 204p.. nm
41-19*»
Geocryoiogical mapping for regional surveying and design
reaearcb. Oaragulia, L.S.. et al. (1986. p.38-45. ruai
41-20*4
Compiling map« for evaluating potential thermokant
lagging. Oaragulia, US., et al, [1986, p.77-95, ruaj
41-20«7
Geology and origin of the Elephant Moraine on the eaat
antarctic ice sheet Faure, G., el al. (1985, p.l 1-12,
eng)
41-2*23
Topographic analysis of the lower Kolyma River for
cryolithologic mapping. Kaplina, T.N., et «1, (1986,
p.51-60, ru«)
41-2«1»
Method« of claaaifying froat-heave parameter« for
compiling a map of rock-heave type«. Lebedenko,
IU.P., (1986, p.83-96, rua)
4I-2S24
Regiooalization and mapping of permafroat Trofimov,
V.T., et al. (1985. p.66-72. nm,
41-2*70
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Permafrost rock« of the Tsinkhai-Sizan plateau of Tibet
and their formation conditions. Tong. B., et al, (1986,
p.68-79, eng]
41-3017
Problems arising from collection and interpretation of data
for a new glacier inventory. Secchieri, F., [1985,
p. 156-165, iU)
41-3184
Regiooalization of the Yakut ASSR for determining depths
of placing geodetic markers. Bogdanov, B.G., [1986,
p.30-31, rusj
41-3213
Iceberg scour mapping for the Canadian East Coast.
Lewi», C.F.M., [1987, 45p. + maps, eng]
41-3225
Some aspects of the flow of the Ronne Ice Shelf. Doake,
C.S.M., [1987, p.75-98, eng]
41-3275
lce-«helf backpressure: form drag versus dynamic drag.
MacAyeal, DR., (1987, p.141-160, eng]
41-3271
Ice atream-ice shelf interaction in West Antarctica.
Bindichadler, R.A., et al, [1987, p.t61-l80, eng]
41-327»
Glaciogeophysical survey of the interior Ross Embayment.
Bentley, C.R., et al, [1987, p.181-184, eng]
41-3280
Landflat multispectral image» of Antarctica applied to
mapping and glaciology. Lucchitu, B.K., et al, [1985,
P.256-2S9, eng]
41-3327
Mapping permafrost in the boreal forest. Morrissey, L.A.,
et al, (1986, p.1513-1520, eng]
41-3472
Problems of geocryoiogical mapping. Grave, N.A., ed,
[1986, 172p., niS)
41-3481
Peculiarities of mspping rock glacier». Gorbunov, A.P., et
al, [1986, p.5-22. rus]
41-3482
Geologic indication of ground ice in Tien Shan and Pamir.
Ermolin, E.D., (1986, p.22-29, rus]
41-3483
Map of distribution and discontinuity of permafroat in
western Siberia. Fotiev, S.M., (1986, p.38-52. rusj
41-3485
Compilation of a regional geocryoiogical forecast baaed on
small-scale map« of natural complexe« in the
cryolithozone of western Siberia. Kritauk, L.N., et al,
[1986, p.53-67, ms]
41-34««
Reskmalization of northwestern Siberia according to
thermokant development Parmuzin, S.IU., [1986,
p.78-85, ma]
41-34«
PoMibilitie» of landscape indication in engineeringgeological survey» of southern Central Yakutia. Oravi»,
G.F.. et al. [1986. p.85-96. nil]
41-34«»
Differentiations of seasonally and perennially frozen rocks
in Severnoe Priamur'e. Pozdniakov, I.V., [1986, p.96106, niS)
41-3490
Mapping frozen strata in troughs of the BAM zone. An,
V.V., etal, [1986, p.l06-113,nis,
41-34»!
Cryogenic factor in the evolution of landacape-geodynamic
structures. Sadovskü, A.I., et al, [1986, p.153-165,
ru»)
41-34»*
Remote «enaing method» of »tudying natural reaourcea of
Siberia. Shanpov, V.N., ed, [1986. 192p.. ru»)
41-3513
Spaceborne photography methods of monitoring
geoaystenu in the new economic development areas of
Siberia. Plastinin. L.A.. (1986. p.9-14, nisi
41-3514
Use of satellite information in geocryoiogical surveys for
landscape regiooalization. Shtdnbrener, A.F., et al,
[1986. p.49-54. rusj
41-3517
Ground water naleda. central BAM. Dcftin, B.N., et al.
(1986. p.86-94, rus]
41-352«
Contemporary methods in antarctic cartography.
Reahetov. H.A., et al, [1986, p.23-25, rm,
41-3533
Snow cover regime of the northern and central
Kazakhstan. Petropavlovskaia, M.S., [1986, p.3-22.
rua]
41-35*4
Tabular body of ground ice in the Ledianaya Gora
outcrop. Karpov. E.G.. (1986. p.267-272. eng]
41-3*17
Giant tabular iceberg data from satellite. Mclntyre. N.P.,
et al. (1987. p.458-462. eng)
41-3*77
Surface windfield over the antarctic ice sheet Pariah,
T.R., etal, (1987. p.S 1-54. eng)
4I-3W3
Ice »treams draining into the Roa« Ice Shelf. Shabtaic, S.,
et al. [1987, p.1311-1336, eng]
41-37*4
Using GOES thermal infrared data to map citrus freeze
zone«. Shih. S.F.. et «1. [1987, p.737-743, eng)
41-3777
Seismic bedrock depth meaaurementa and the origin of
George VI Sound, Antarctic Peninsula. Maslanyj. M.P..
[1987. p.51-65, eng)
41-3*11
Remote «enaing technique« used in solving geobotankal
problem«. Shanpov, V.N., ed, [1986.
191p., ruaj
86,19"
41-3*70
Remote sensing techniques of studying taiga after forest
fires. Furiaev. V.V.. (1986. p.147-159. niS)
41-3*71
Using spacebome photognphy data in studying forests and
swamp«. Gorozhankina. S.M.. (1986, p.169-189, ruaj
41-3*73
Conference of geologilts, from Siberia and the Far Eaat on
the role of geography in furthering scientific and
technical progres«. 8th. Irkuok. 1987. Summarie« of
report«. Vol.2. (1986. 166p.. ru»)
41-4060
Geocryoiogical regioaalization of the Far Eastern
economic region. Shata. M.M.. [1986. p.71. ru»)
41-406*
Land rccLunatioo in Siberia (Scientific basis for
preserva'ion and use of land resources in Siberia).
Panin. P.S.. ed. [1984, 193p., ruaj
4I-40M
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Hydrometiorativc regionalizalion of West Siberia from
space photographs. Gorozhankina, S.M., [1984, p.I625, rusi
41-4087
Soil climate in southeastern West Siberia. Az'muka, T.I.,
et al, (1984. p.26-31, rus)
41-4088
Soil cover of the Sibit-Tyellakh river basin. Mazhitova,
G.G., [1985, p.30-43, rusj
41-4120
Fundamentals of avalanche science. Bozhinskil, A.N., et
al, [1987, 280p., rus]
41-4129
Use of map parameters to examine cumulative impacts in
Prudhoe Bay Oilfield. Walker, DA., et al, [1986,
p. 149-160, eng]
41-4139
Observation of sea ice using the 36-GHz surface contour
radar. Fedor, L.S., et al, [1987, p.393-402, eng]
41-4174
Origin and evolution of Goes Lake, Spitsbergen. Grzes,
M.G., et al, [1986, p.122-124, 233-234, rusj
41-4355
Remote sensing in the Ross Ice Shelf region. Bentley,
C.R., et al, [1987, p.20-29, eng]
41-4429
Mapping Amery Ice Shelf. Partington, K.C., et al,
(1987, p. 183-188, eng]
41-445S
Radar altimetry delineates ice shelf boundaries and
elevations. Zwally, HJ., et al, [1987, p.229-235, eng)
41-4465
Genetic and facies analysis of glacial deposits. Zol'nikov,
I.D.. [1986, 78p., rus]
41-4523
Studies of migration frost mounds with the use of
multiband aerial photographs. Gromova, E.I., [1983,
p.142-150, rus)
41-4612
Possibilities of the landscape-indication method for
engineering-geological studies of northern West Siberia.
Bondarik, O.K., et al, (1987, p.15-29, rus)
41-4621
Map«
Seas of the Soviet Arctic. Vol.9. Gramberg, I.S., ed,
[1984, 280p., rusi
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Bakov, E.K., [1986, p.3-11, ma]
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1985. Watanabe, O., et al, [1987. p.77-84, eng]
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changes. Scmenov, V.A., et al, (1986, p.78-82, 191195, niS]
41-4345
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Kukhalaahvili, E.G., et al, [1985, p.373-376, rus,
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[1986, p.102-104, 214-216, rus]
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Ice volumes on Cascade volcanoes. Driedger, C.L., et al,
mudflow control structures of semi-cylindrical form.
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Gavardashvili, G.V., [1986, p.169-171, rus,
41-1626
MoantalB soils
Conditions
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Vssilenko, N.G., et al, [1986, p.104-118, rus]
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Baraahkova, N.K., et al, [1986, p.121-124, rus,
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Methods of calculating mudflow characteristics.
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Vinogradov, IU.B., [1985, p.83-89, rus,
41-2730
Scheme for predicting flood runoff for unstudied rivers of
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Esstem Siberis. Petenkov, A.V., [1986, p.37-45, rusj
Asian and Kazakhstan mountains. Severskil, I.V., et al,
41-599
[1986, p.29-38, rus,
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Regime of glaciers in central Tien Shan. Dikikh, A.N.,
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ed, [1986, 136p., rus,
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Differentistion in forest conditions of mountain regions
Permafrost distribution and slope processes in central Tien
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41-3807
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Municipal engineering
189p., niS]
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used in the North. Makarova. N.A.. et al. [1986. p.42Fridland, V.M., (1986, 243p., rus,
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Dement'ev, V.A., (1986, p.16-17, rus,
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by industry. Martynenko, V.A., [1986, p.1663-1668,
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Asian and Kazakhstan mountains. Severskil, I.V., et al,
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[1986, p.29-38, rusj
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East. Gospodinov, DO, [1985, p.27-33, rusj
IU.A., (1987, 248p., rus]
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Some modeling problems related to the theory of naleds.
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Dement'eva, O.V., [1982, p.162-165. rusj
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41-4562
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objects.
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N.M.,
et
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(1986,
p.37See; Alpine tundra
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See; Drilling fluids
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Natural gas
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Bobushev, T.S., (1984, p.35-41. rusj
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Snow physics, avalanches, mudflows. Bolov, V.R., ed,
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[1985, 108p., rus,
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Scientific-technical preparation for economic development
Mudflow-hazard areas of northern Caucasus. Geraaitnov,
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V.A., [1985, p.39-46, ma,
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Man, sea, technology. Narusbaev, A.A., ed, (1987,
Distribution regularities of mudflow foci in the Chechen33Sp.,
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Gorshel'nik, K., et al, [1987, p.221-231, rus,
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Mudflow formation and transformation processes in the
Natural resources
Gerkhozhansu River basin. Dokukin, M.D., (1985,
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Kostilainen, V., [1986, p.4-7, eng,
41-84
Impact strength of mudflow mass on transverse structures.
Kukhalaahvili. E.G., et al, [1985, p.356-360, rus,
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Urals. Pakhomov, V.P., ed, [1985, 72p., rusj
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Some aspects of economic development of northern
regions. Loginov, V.G., [1985, p.15-21. rus]
41-205
Task economic complexes in northern regions.
Maslennikov, V.V., [1985, p.28-32. rus]
41-206
Construction of mineral-raw materials bases In northern
moutains. Pakhomov, V.P., et al, [1985, p.39-45. rusj
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bibliography. Volume 1. [1986, Sip., eng]
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Gas hydrates and Arctic offshore research. [1986. 241p.,
eng]
41-365
Monitoring seasonal changes in seafloor temperature and
Mlinity. Scllmuin, P.V.. et al, [1986, p. 110-114, eng)
'
"
^69
Modeling of marine fiber reinforced concrete and frozen
soil. Reddy. D.V., et al, [1985, p.845-856, engj
41-670
Offshore development in northern Canada and Alaska.
Minion, R., comp, [1983, 83p., eng]
41-823
Shore processes in the coastal zone of western Yamal.
Smirnov, V.M., [1986, p.425-428, ms]
41-MT
Understanding the Arctic sea floor for engineering. [1982,
141p., eng]
41-893
Report of activities, 1984-1989. [1986, 21p., eng]
41-1671
Workshop on Subsea Permafrost and Pipelines in
Permafrost, 1983. [1986, 168p., eng]
41-2907
Drilling and sampling offshore permafrost. Ruffell, J.P.,
[1986, p.11-13, eng]
41-2S09
Review of subsea permafrost conditions along Alaska's
coasts. Osterkamp, T.E., (1986, p. 16-23, eng]
41-2510
Impact of offshore permafrost on oil and gas production.
Graham, CA., [1986, p.33-47, eng]
41-2S12
Subsea permafrost: summary of discussion and research
needs. [1986, p.48-49, eng]
41-2513
Permafrost formation in littoral and sublittoral zones of
northern Eurasia. Maslov, A.D., [1986, p.79-85. rusj
41-253»
Shoreline evolution at a retreating Arctic coastal site.
Reimnitz, E., et il, [1987, p.161-164. eng]
41-346»
Coastal processes along the west coast of Yamal.
Smirnov, V.M., [1986, p.317-321, eng]
41-3623
Shelf: the relief, sediments and their formation, lonin,
AS., el al, [1987, 205p. (Pertinent p.53-80), rus]
41-36««
Thermal simulation of subsea saline permafrost. Nixon,
J.F., [1986, p.2039-2046, eng]
41-4077
Sabsldence
Understanding the Arctic sea floor for engineering. [1982,
141p., eng]
41-193
Subsurface drainage
Reservoir with a submerged outlet tunnel during winter.
Tvede, A.M., [1986, p.399-406. eng]
41-451«
Road subsurface drainage and frost action. Kozlov, G.S.,
[1984, 150p., eng]
41-457»
Subsurface investigations
Seismic exploration system. White, A.H., [1983, 6 col.,
eng]
41-1»«2
Effect of sub-surface irregularities on the strength of multiyear ice. Hallam. S.D., et al, [1987, p.225-238, eng]
41-242«
Subsurface structures
Subway construction under severe climatic conditions.
Smirnov, S.A., et al, (1986, p.13-17, rus]
41-1532
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Numerical simulation of the artificial precipitation zone
SuUikt
induced by seeding stratiform clouds with nucleating
Scattering and absorption of visible light by sea ice.
agents, Khvorosl'ianov. V.l., et al. [1986. p.63-76.
Buckley, R.O.. et al. (1987. p.867-869. eng,
41-3639
rus,
41-1902
Supercooled clouds
Crystallization of motionless supercooled water.
Extended summaries from Conference on Cloud Physics,
Smorygin.
G.I..
[1986.
p.16-23.
ruS]
41-2148
1982. (1982, 5g7p.. eng)
41-1
Surface icing of different materials. Golubev. V.N..
Composition of unrimed and rimed snow crystals. Borys.
[1986. p.121-128. rus]
41-2164
R.D., etal, [1982, p.61-62, eng]
41-4
Small-volume fog chamber with automatic recording of ice
Contact ice nucleation by submicron atmospheric aerosols.
crystals.
Gorbunov.
B.Z..
et
al.
[1986.
p.248-249.
Deshler, T, (1982, p.l I l-l 14. eng,
41-9
eng]
41-3161
Measurements of natural ice nuclei. Rogers, D.C..
Lidar-radiometric method for determining the ice water
(1982, p.l 13-118, eng,
41-10
content
of
cirrus
clouds.
Zhuravleva.
V.A..
et
al.
Observed changes in ice crystal type in thick stratiform
[1986. p.32-38. eng]
41-3251
clouds. Dyer, R.M., et al, (1982, p.201-202, eng,
Freezing of cloud droplets at tow moisture and pressure.
41-15
Burchuladze.
N.N..
et
al,
[1986.
p.20-31.
rus,
High altitude tropical cirrus cloud observations. Booker,
41-3463
DR., et al, [1982, p.215-217. eng,
41-19
Influence of electric fields on freezing of supercooled water
Orographic layer cloud structure. Sassen, K., [1982,
drops. Shlykov. V.V.. [1986, p.32-40, nlS]
41-3464
p.318-321,eng,
41-23
Problems of cloud physics. Voloshchuk, N.I., ed, (1986.
Simulation of orographic clouds with a nonlinear, time249p.. rus]
41-3669
dependent model. Cotton, W R . et al, [1982, p.322Numerical simulation of the evolution of seeded
324, eng,
41-24
supercooled stratiform clouds. Bakhanov, V.P.. et al,
Echo formation in Colorado cumulus. Knight, CA., et al,
(1986, p. 26-41, rus,
41-3670
(1982, p.342-345, eng,
41-30
Cloud ice and wintertime storms over the mountains of
Ice crystal production in cumulus. Cemi, T.A., (1982,
northern Colorado. Rauber, R.M., (1987, p.488-524,
p.346-349, eng,
41-31
eng]
41-3761
Liquid water limitation to ice particle growth. Super,
Aerosol propenies in the atmospheric surface layer in
A.B., et al, (1982, p.350-353, eng,
41-3J
Sevemaya Zemlya archipelago. Timerev, A.A., (1986,
Sensitivity to cloud microphysical processes. Cotton,
p.108-113, rus]
41-3867
W.R., el al, [1982, p.338-361, eng,
41-34
Ice panicle evolution in the anvil of a severe
Graupel characteristics in relation to the dynamics of
thunderstorm.
Heymsfield,
A.J.,
(1986,
p.2463-2478,
Florida cumuli. Walsh, P.A., et al, [1982, p.362-365,
eng]
41-4052
eng,
41-3S
International Clrud Physics Conference, 9th, Tallin, 1984.
Case study of hydrometeors in Florida cumuli. Parungo,
[1984,
3
vols.
U'35p.).
eng]
41-4369
F., et al, (1982, p.366-369, eng,
41-36
Supercooled liquid water in winter orographic clouds.
Microphysical processes in supercooled cumuli. Xu, J.-L.,
Henderson, T.J., [1984, p. 19-24, eng]
41-4370
et al, [1982, p.370-373. eng,
41-37
Spatial and temporal variations of supercooled water
Glaciating of Montana and Florida summer cumuli.
during
mountain
storms.
Rauber,
R.M.,
et
al,
[1984,
Lamb, D.. et al, [1982, p.374-377, eng,
41-38
p.47-50, eng]
41-4371
Snowflake aggregation near the melting layer in stratiform
Dominant ice processes in summenime cumulus clouds in
clouds. Newman, SB, (1982, p.381-383, eng,
41-40
the
Bethlehem
area.
Bruintjes,
R.T.,
[1984,
p.63-66,
On the melting of graupel and frozen raindrops. Johnson,
eng]
41-437]
D.B., et al, [1982, p.384-387, eng,
41-41
Ice particles in marine and continental clouds. Hobbs,
Spectra and liquid water content in aircraft icing
P.V.,
et
al,
[1984,
p.71-72,
eng]
41-4374
environments. Glass, M., (1982, p.400-403, eng,
On snow panicles comprising an aggregate. Fujiyoshi, Y.,
41-43
etal, (1984, p.87-90, eng]
41-4376
Characteristics of icing conditions in wintertime stratiform
Microphysical structures of hailstones observed on the
clouds. Politovich, M.K., [1982, p.404-407, eng,
Xizang plateau. Guo, E., [1984, p.91-94, eng,
41-44
41-4377
Liquid water and drop size in supercooled clouds. Jeck,
Mechanism of habit development in diffusional ice crystal
R.K., [1982, p.408-411, eng,
41-45
growth. Fukuta, N., et al, [1984, p.159-162, eng,
Cloud particles near melting layer. Kropfli, R.A., et al,
41-4381
(1982, p.412-41S, eng,
41-46
Laboratory
simulations of graupel growth. Griggs, DJ., et
Microphysical influences on aircraft icing. Politovich,
al, [1984, p.163-166. eng,
41-4382
M.K., [1982, p.420-422, eng,
41-47
Coalescence kinetic equations for cloud droplets and ice
Hail formation in an Oklahoma multicell storm. Ziegler,
panicles. Yenukashvili, I.M., (1984, p.247-248, eng]
C.L., et al, (1982, p.427-430, eng,
41-49
41-4393
New clues for decoding hailstone structure. Pflaum. J.C..
Numerical model of stratiform cloud. Hu. Z.. et al.
et al. (1982. p.446-449, eng,
41-54
[1984.
p.617-619.
eng]
41-4410
Ice and supercooled water evolution in convectivc clouds.
Dynamics, microphysics. radiation and ice phase in clouds
Rodi. AR.. (1982. p.463-468. eng,
41-58
and fog. Khvorosl'ianov. V.l.. et al. [1984. p.625-628,
Supercooled liquid water and ice crystal distribution in
eng]
41-4411
winter storms. Heggli. M.. et al. [1982. p.469-472.
Role of ice crystals on ice accretion processes. Gayet,
eng,
41-59
J.F.,
et
al,
(1984,
p.737-740,
eng]
41-4415
Radar and aircraft observations of generating cells.
Wintenime, supercooled cloud variables up to 3 km a.g.l.
Manner. BE.. [1982. p.473-476. eng]
41-60
Jeck, R.K., (1984, p.741-744, eng,
41-4416
Cloud liquid water in orographic storms. Rauher. R.M..
et al. [1982. p.477-480. eng]
41-61
Passive-active radar sounding of convectivc clouds.
Bobylev,
L.P.,
el
al,
[1984,
p.769-772,
eng]
41-4417
Microphysical growth processes in orographic clouds.
Blumenstein. R.R.. et al. (1982. p.481-484, eng]
Dual polarisation radar measurements of the evolution of
41-62
ice in clouds. Illingworth, A.I., et al, [1984, p.787-790,
eng]
41-4418
Study of ice crystal formation in a stably stratified
orographic cloud. DeMott, P.J., el al (1982, p.488Cloud water freezing accompanied by electrocryslallization
490. eng]
41-64
potentials. Kolev, S., el al, [1984, p.793-796, eng,
41-4420
Winter cumulus electrification in an axisymmetric cloud
model. Takahashi. T.. (1982. p.554-557, eng]
41-66
Orographic cloud microphysical observations with a
microwave
radiometer.
Sassen,
K.,
[1984,
p
801-804,
Ice panicle charge in convectivc clouds. Hallen. J.. el al.
eng]
41-4421
(1982. p.S66-567. eng]
41-67
Bispeclral method for the height determination of optically
Riming and snowflake electrification in stratiform clouds.
thin
ice
clouds.
Wendling,
P.,
el
al,
[1984,
p.827-830,
Bauer. C.F . et al. [1982. p.568-569, eng]
41-68
eng]
41-4422
Deep 0C isothermal layers within precipitation bands.
Measurement of the entrapment of sulfur dioxide by rime
Stewan. RE. (1982. p 570-571. eng]
41-69
ice.
Lamb,
D.,
et
al,
[1987,
p.1765-1772,
eng]
Budget analysis of liquid water, vapor and ice in
41-4538
orographic clouds. Utlal. f.. et al. [1982. p.572-575.
eng]
41-70 Supercooled fog
Ice
crystal
growth
in
a
supercooled
cloud
tunnel.
Fukuta,
Ice crystal concentration in orographic clouds. Grant.
L.O.. et al. (1982. p.584-587. eng]
41-71
N., el al, (1982, p.325-328, eng]
41-25
Interaction of clouds with the surrounding aerosol medium.
Goud physics and modification. Zabololskaia, T.N., ed,
Mazin. IP. [1982. p.42-48. eng]
41-1006
[1986, 113p., rus,
41-1447
Use of ground smoke-generators in mountains.
Possibilities of dispersing supercooled stratiform clouds and
Laktionov. A.G.. [1982, p.68-73, eng]
41-1007
fog of large venical extension. Voronov, G.S., [1986,
p.31-43, rus,
41-1449
Cloud physics and modification. Zabolotskaia, T.N., ed,
[1986, 113p.. rus]
41-1447
Formation of a microscopic ice filament in an electric
field. Aksiulova, L.K., ct al, [1985, p.619-620, eng]
Possibilities of dispersing supercooled stratiform clouds and
41-2330
fog of large venical extension. Voronov, G.S., [1986,
p.31-43, rus]
41-1449
Small-volume fog char ber with automatic recording of ice
crystals. Gorbunov, BZ., el al, (1986, p 248-249,
Computerized simulation of anificial seeding of clouds
containing ice crystals. Bulkov, M.V., et al, [1986, p.3eng]
41-3161
16, rus,
41-1555
Formation kinetics of ice crystals on aerosol particles in
Airborne ice crystal concentration counters. Volkov,
supercooled fog. EfTecl of water vapor exhaustion.
A.D., et al, (1986. p.99-107. rus]
41-1556
Gorbunov. BZ., el al, [1986, p.333<334, eng]
41-3162
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Aerosol properties in the almospLcric surface layer in
Sevemaya Zemlya archipelago. Timerev, A.A., (1986,
p.108-113, rus]
41-3867
Influence of water vapor depletion on ice nucleation of
supercooled fog. Gorbunov, B.Z., et al, (1987, p.261267, eng]
41-4362
Ice crystal dynamics during ice nucleation of supercooled
fog. Pashenko, A.E., ct al, (1987, p.269-27S, eng,
41-4363
Microphysical origin of graupel and hail. Fukuta, N., et
al, (1984, p.257-260, eng]
41-4395
SupercooUiig
Thermodynamic propenies of metastable systems and the
kinetics of phase transformations. Nikitin, E.D., ed,
(1985, 87p., rus,
41-SS2
Supercooling and crystallization of water, heavy water and
organic substances. Bogdanov, N.M., et al, [1985,
p.30-43, rus,
41-553
Periodic phase transformations in liquids. Akulichev,
V.A., el al, [1986, 280p., rus,
41-1271
Constitutional supercooling in natural ice. Jones, R.E.,
[1985, p.188-196, eng,
41-1494
Anomalous streamer discharge in air with supercooled
steam and its luminescence. Voltsekhovskil, M.B.,
[1986, p.3SI-354, rus,
41-1628
Neutron scattering of supercooled water in silica gels.
Poinsignon, C, el al, [1986, p.3447-34S9, eng,
41-2479
Ice growth in supercooled solutions of antifreeze
glycoprotein. Harrison, K., el al, (1987, p.241-243,
eng,
41-4228
Metastable water at subzero temperatures. Franks, F.,
[1986, p.243-249, eng,
41-4359
Snpersaritratioii
Metastable water at subzero temperatures. Franks, P.,
[1986, p.243-249, eng,
41-4359
Ice crystal growth at different temperature and ice
supersaturalion. Wang, A.S., el al, (1984, p.183-186,
eng,
41-4388
Sapplles
Sec- Logistics
Sapporta
Welded grove-and-tongue profile« for high strength
bulwarks. Kuznetsov, A.I., el al, [1986, p.26-28, mai
41-1534
Calculating pile foundations for hydraulic structures.
Levachev, S.N., et al, (1986, 133p., rus,
41-1747
Frozen ice-shingle-gravel mixtures for roof supports in
northern mines. Markov, V.S., et al, [1986, p.201-208,
rus,
41-2179
Hydraulic construction in ports and engineering research
in coastal zones of seas. Kostiukov, V.D., ed, [1986,
I69p., rus,
41-2709
Interaction of pressure ridges with cylindrical supports of
hydraulic structures. Belov, A.B., el al, [1986, p.34-37,
rus]
41-2710
Classification of means of ballasting and fastening
pipelines. Vasil'ev, N.P., el al, [1986, p.20-21, mai
41-2782
Construction of structures and foundations by the grout
curtain method. Smorodinov, M.I., el al, (1986, 216p.,
rus,
41-2886
Determining the state of stress in shaft timbering during
thawing. Abashin, S.I., el al, (1986, p.28-29, rus,
41-3769
Studying the effect of ground conditions on strength and
stability of no-pilework bridge supports exposed to
moving ice. Zhordochko, I.O., et al. (1987. p.101-104.
rus,
41-3792
Perfecting the methods of developing mineral deposits in
the North. Skuba, V.N.. ed. [1986. 8tp.. rus,
41-4546
Selection of parameters for shaft pillars of placer mines.
Panishev, V.V., [1986, p.7-10, rus]
41-4548
Roof supports used in mines of permafrost areas.
Efremov, AP., et al, [1986, p.30-33, rus]
41-4552
Ice-pillar roof supports in northern mines. Stoliarov,
A.M., et al, [1986, p.38-47, ruS]
41-4554
See also: Power line supports
Soprapcmafrost ground water
Hydrochemical regime of lake and suprapermafroat ground
water in alassy. Shishkina, N.P., [1983, p 110-130.
rus,
41-258
Influence of suprapermafroat ground waten on the active
layer. Pichuev, V.V., [1985, p.86-87, rus,
41-317
Water resources of the BAM zone. Sokolov, A.A.,
[ 1986, 166p. (pertinent p. 146-131), rus]
41 -2228
Water resources of the Yakut ASSR and their use.
Nogovitsyn, D.D., [1985, I24p., rus,
41-3432
Surface drainage
Hydrologie investigations in the Mimer River basin
(Spitsbergen) in 1983. Gokhman, V.V., et al, [1986,
p,161-166, rus,
41-127
Hydrological investigations in the Mimer River basin,
Svalbard, in 1983. Gokhman, V.V., et al, [1986, p.3D9316, eng,
41-3622
Surface effect vehicles
See; Air cushion vehicles
Surface properties
Influence of surface conditions on surface temperature.
Kinney, T.C., et al, [1986, p.1-15, eng,
41-640
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Surface properties (coat)
Theodolite measurements of fast moving glaciers. DahlJensen, D , et al, [1986, p.42-46, eng]
41-736
Importance of the tectonic motions on Ganymede. Forni,
O.P.. et al. [1985, p.759-766, engj
41-1736
Undcr-icc topography of the Arctic Basin. McLaren,
A.S., [1986, p.165-191. eng]
41-2658
Characterization uf recycled asphalt mixtures and their
pavement performance. Yamada, M, [1987, p.813828, eng]
41-4044
See *Iso: Glacier surfaces; Ice surface; Microrelief; Snow surface
Snrface roughness
Roughness and transfer coefficients over snow and sea ice.
Andreas, EX., [1986. 19p., eng]
41-1263
Observation of the surface roughness of sea ice using an
X-band radar. Aota, M., el al, [1986, p.45-58. jpni
41-3879
See a/so; Roughness coefTicient
Snrtace structure
Surface topography of large ice masses from Landsat
imagery. Dowdeswell, J.A.. et al, [1987, p.16-23, eng]
41-3591
Flow and surface structure of Tyndall Glacier, the
Southern Patagonia Icefield, Narusc, R., et al. [1987.
P.133-UO. eng]
41-3838
Ground and satellite measurement of ice sheets, Queen
Maud Land. Fujii. Y., ct al, [1987, p.72-75, eng]
41-4438
Surface temperature
Influence f surface conditions on surface temperature.
Kinne
C. et al. [1986. p.1-15. eng]
41-640
New mi jd of measuring the snow-surface temperature.
Andu , E.L.. [1986. p.139-156, eng]
41-1285
Low pressure weather systems in and around Norwegian
waters. Bilello, M.A., [1986, p.S3-66, eng]
41-1799
Large lakes as ocean-simulating models. Kondrat'ev,
K.IA.. et al, [1986, 63p., rusj
41-2362
Ground surface temperature above underground ..„atplpelines. Tikhomirov, A.L., et al. [1986, p.94-97,
rus]
41-2757
Direct contact melting heat transfer on a heated surface.
Saito, A., et al. [1986. p.1805-1810. eng]
41-3299
Tbilisa Glacier (glaciological and hydrometeorologir al
investigations). Gigineishvili, G.N., ed, [1986. U6p.,
rusj
41-3367
Satellite based sea surface temperature determination.
Walton, C. [1987. 58p.. eng]
41-3570
Calculating heat balance constituents of soil surface.
Konstantinov. A.R., et al, [1986, p.62-66, eng]
41-3679
Calculating frost penetration into rocks of a cylindrical
cavity. Dugartsyrenov, A.V.. ct al, [1986, p,21-24,
rusj
41-3770
Surface waten
Effect of salting on surface and ground water.
Bischofsberger, W., [1987, p.192-197. ger]
41-4519
Surfactaats
Concretes for high dams. Sudakov, V.B., ed, [1985,
lOlp, rus]
41-413
Methods of estimating the efficiency of new surface-active
additives. Sudakov, V.B., et al, [1985. p.3-9, rus]
41-414
New air-entrainment and plastifying admixture for
concretes. Berger, T.F., et ', [1985, p.9-13, rus]
41-415
Concretes with complex admixtures for the SayanoShushenskaya dam. Ginzburg, Ts.G., et al. [1985,
p.71.73, rus]
41-419
Interaction of polymer admixtures with cements in
concretes. Kozlova, V.K., et al. [1986, p.59-62. rusj
41-2756
Criteria of concrete frost resistance. Dvorkin. L.I.,
[1986. p.105-109, rus]
41-3665
Suming glaciers
See: Glacier surges
Surveys
Landscape indication methods of interpretation used in
forest tundra surveys. Kiuntsel", V.V.. (1986, p.llS121. rus]
41-1539
Organic soils. Rubinshteln, A.1A., [1986. 89p., rusj
41-2729
Changes in engineering-geocryological conditions induced
by economic development. Nevecheria, V.L.. et al,
[1986. p.184-191. rus]
41-2839
Spacebome photography methods of monitoring
geosyatems in the new economic development areas of
Siberia. Plastinin, L.A., [1986, p.9-14, rus]
41-3514
Southern boundary of permafrost distribution within the
West Siberian Plain. Trofimov. V.T.. et al. [1986.
■«.106-113, rusj
41-3776
Or in and evolution of Goes Lake, Spitsbergen. Grzcs,
V Q.. et al. [1986, p.122-124, 233-234, rus]
41-4355
Possibilities of the landscape-indication method for
engineering-geological studies of northern West Siberia.
Bondarik, G.K.. et al. [1987. p.15-29, rus]
41-4621
See a/so; Aerial surveys; Geodetic surveys; Geological surveys; Geophysical surveys; Glacier surveys; Ice surveys;
Infrared reconnaissance; Magnetic surveys; Occanographic
surveys; Photogrammetric surveys; Route surveys; Seismic
surveys; Site surveys; Snow surveys; Soil surveys; Topographic surveys
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